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Student dies ·in car .crash
BECKI PANOFF
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The driver of the
red Ford truck
swerved to miss
something in the
road and lost
control of the
vehicle.

STAFF WRITER

Homecoming week came to a
tragic close Saturday night when
one UCF student died and two
others were injured in an automo:bile accident on the East-West
Expressway.
The accident occurred at 6:30
p.m. less than a mile past the
Dean Road exit on 408-East. A
2000 Ford Pick-up truck, carrying six people, was traveling i~ .
the left lane when something in
the road apparently caused the
driver to swerve toward the median. When the driver attempted to
correct the truck's path, she lost
control of the vehicle and the
truck flipped on the left-hand side
of the median. Two of the passengers were in the truck's cab,
while four were in the bed.
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·Pulitzer 'Prize winning
alumnus joins UCF staff

UC7 closes·its doors
CARLY MORRIS
STAFF WRITER
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No revenue and few customers forced the
UC7 Regal Cinema to go out of business after
years of serving the UCF students and community.
The theatre, located in the shopping plaza
at the corner of University Boulevard and
Alafaya Trail, closed Oct. 12. A Lake Mary
branch of Regal Cinemas was also shut down
the same week. Both theatres stopped operating
without any public notice; however, Regal
Cinemas officials had been considering closing
for some time.
"The UC7 was not drawing any business,
so there was a continuing profit loss," said
Armando Flores, lead assistant manager at the
Waterford Lakes Regal Cinema. "It really
comes down to money."
Employees of UC7 were given the option
to transfer to other local branches, including
theatres at Oviedo Marketplace and Waterford
Lakes Town Center.
As word spread that UC7 had gone out of
business, some students were disappointed.
"That theatre was one of the last in Orlando that
offered a student discount," said junior Juan
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students devote
over 368.000 hours
of public service to
the Central Florida
community in a variety of different ways.

STEPHANIE SWEETMAN
STAFF WRITER
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UC7 employees had the option to transfer to the
R~gal locations at Waterford Lakes or the Oviedo
Mall.
Guavara. "Same movies but much better prices.
My girlfriend and I have gone there many times
since we moved here two years ago." He added,
PLEASE SEE

UCF President John Hitt has
appointed John C. Bersia, a recent
Pulitzer Prize win- . - - - - - - - . . ,
ning writer for the
Orlando Sentinel as
his special assistant
for global perspectives and univ~rsity
professor.
Bersia said;
"The goal is to
help give UCF a
sharper intemationBersia
al focus. Programs
under my direction will bring to campus and to the community an increasing
number of well-known specialists in
international studies for conferences
and other discussions. In addition, I will
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One UCF student follows the Homecoming
festivities from beginning to end.
-SEE OPINIONS, PG. A-8

~

fhe Golden Knights defeated UL-Monroe, but will
they fare as well against Utah State's Aggies?
-SEE SPORTS, PG. B-1
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Miss Spirit Splash or i
one of the many !
other Homecoming .
events? Attend the '. '
tailgate party at the ;
Citrus Bowl but ;
don't remember it? 1
i

-SEE HOMECOMING, I
PG. A-12 ·

·I've
been
"
involved with
UCF in one
way or
another for
morethan25
years. In a
sense, it's like
coming home.
-JOHNC BERS1A

Sentinel Columnist
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Students make big Homecoming

'spl~h'

•

•
•
CASEY MCCORKLE
STAFF WRITER

JOE KALEITA/

CFF

Special "Get Wet" Spirit Splash t-shirts were thrown to the crowd, as
well as gold Gnd black footb~ll-shaped beads and squishy Knightro
dolls.

•

Hundreds of students gathered Friday at the UCF
reflecting pond for to celebrate Homecoming Week and
prepare for the Homecoming football game.
Students began .to congregate around the pool at 2
p.m. and one by one slowly made their way to the center
of the pond, wading in the knee-deep water. "It's freezing," several students said, who arrived early enough to
get a good view of the activities beginning at 3 p.m.
"I've never ·been before," said freshman Emily
Pad.rick. "I came to see what it was like."
Many other students had the same idea, showing
their support for the football team by wearing UCF colors. One student said, ''The spirit here is overwhelming,
it seems like everyone came to cheer on UCF, some guy
over there even painted his head gold."
Some students brought their dogs, others brought
their children and some even brought snorkel and fins.
'The UCF band·was also knee-deep in water, playing for

Fox 35 visits UCF for the week Traffic backed up for

almost two hours

AMANDA ETZKORN
STAFF WRITER
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the crowd.
"Spirit splash is the most
awesome event of Homecoming," junior Julie Sherman
an Education major who was at the event with several of
her sorority sisters said.
Sophomore Adinah Greene said, "Last year was a
lot of fun, it is great to see everyone out here again."
"Spirit Splash" UCF t-shirt~, squishy Knightro
dolls, beads and key chains were thrown into the crowd,
while those ~owing them were encouraging students to
splash and cheer. President Hitt spoke briefly, followed
by a performance by the UCF cheerleaders, the UCF
basketball dance team and the UCF football dance team.
Knightro and Glycerin made an appearance in a
mock fight scene with a Monroe Indian mascot.
"Knightro and Glycerin were really good," said Sandy
Mataseski, a mechanical engineering major.
UCF football head coach Mike Kruczek told students that the support seen at Spirit Splash should also be
seen at the Citrus Bowl, for the Saturday UCF foo~all
game against LA Monroe.
Senior Holly Maier said, "It was a great time, Since
this was my first time at Spirit Splash, I really enjoyed
it."
Spirit Splash was named "Best Campus tradition" in
the state of Florida by Florida Leader Magazine in 2000.

Orlando was able to get a
glimpse last week of what
Homecoming at UCF· looks like
last week.
UCF's Homecoming was
the focus of Fox 35's Morning
Show "Good Morning Orlando"
during Homecoming week, with
reports from campus shown on
the show daily.
Each day from 7 - 9 a.m.,
reporter John Graham explored
the preparations and activities
that
brought Homecoming
together. He filled his morning
show, "Graham To Go," with
interviews from noteworthy
UCF professors and alumni,
reports on accomplishments of
faculty and students, and behind
the scenes Homecoming preparations.
The man responsible for the
coverage, UCF alumni, .Matt
Webber, started out at UCF as a
TV/Radio major. He created the
content for the Morning Shows,
and facilitated the activities.
"Each day we were taken to
a different event, new group of
people and load of fun. The
week was packed full of activities," Webber said.
Fox 35 started Homecoming
week off on Monday morning by
hosting a "Tailgate Party" at
Waterford
Lakes
Plaza.
Conway's BB-Q catered the

·HOMEtoM\NG WEEK ·
on

;;~-

ADAM SHIVER

I CFF

UCF's was featured on "Good Day Orlando" every morning during
Homecoming week. The show featured Homecoming coverage and reported
on student and faculty accomplishments.
event, and supplied free sandwiches to be handed out. The
UCF cheerleaders were also
showcased at the event.
The Engineering department was the highlight of the
Tuesday morning show, as they
maneuvered their "Battle-bots"
in a performance at Waterford
Lakes Plaza.
Wednesday·
morning,
Graham visited Sea World for
look at UCF's interns and alumni. There, viewers learned that
90 percent of the Shamu
Volkswagen Beetles seen around
Orlando are actually driven by

UCF interns. Viewers saw
Shamu the killer whale inducted
in as an Honorary Alumni member of the university.
The foature on the show on
Thursday was the UCFWomen's
Soccer team, who showcased
their athletic skills for viewers.
Wrapping things up on
Friday morning, viewers were
able to see the preparations for
the Homecoming parade when
the show was filmed in Greek
park and showed fraternity '
Lambda Chi and sorority Kappa
Delta
building
their
Homecoming floats.
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The driver, junior Kimberly
Braithwaite, 20, was pronounced dead at the scene of
the accident, while senior Tasha
Staiger, 20, and former UCF
student Nathan Bevan, 22, were
airlifted in serious condition to
Orll;\ndo Regional Medical
Center (ORMC). Bevan was
reported to be in serious but
stable condition Sunday, ,and
Staiger was released on
Sunday. Another UCF student,
freshman Eliah Bartley, 18, was
also listed in stable condition at
ORMC on Sunday. The two
other passengers, not UCF students, were taken to an undisclosed hospital with minor
injuries.
Traffic was backed up for
almost two hours on 408-East
after the accident.
UCF alumnus Matt Bross
drove past the accident after
leaving UCF's Homecoming
football game at the Florida
Citrus Bowl.
"I was in the left lane and
we drove right by it, I saw the
car flipped over in the median,"
Bross said. "~t looked like it
had flipped a couple of times."
Bross estimated that he was
stuck in traffic for 30 minutes
as a result of the accident.

Being that
it was UCF
homecoming,
~~e whole day
was·great.
It was
heartbreaking
to hear it was
UCF students.
-MAD BROSS
UCF Alumnus

"Being that it was UCF
homecoming, the whole day
was great," he said. "It was
heartbreaking to hear it was
UCF students."
The passengers in the cab
of the truck were ejected out
the front window upon impact;
the passengers in the bed of the
truck were also expelled from
the vehicle. None of the passengers were wearing seatbelts.

UCF celebrates diversity among students
Week includes
diversity breakfast,
art exhibits
GEMA CORRALES
STAFF WRITER

The Office of Diversity
Initiatives will be holding
Diversity Week during the week
of Oct. 29 through Nov. 2. The
week is held to celebrate the
cultural diversity within the
UCF community.
"Diversity
Week
is
designed to provide opportunities for individuals and groups
to explore various histories,
cultures, issues, interests and
life styles of different people
who are what make up human
kind," said Rebekah McCloud,
Assistant Director of the Office
of Diverse Initiative. The Office
of Diverse Initiatives was established to assist the University of
Central Florida in accomplishing its mission of molding their
students into inclusive and
diverse individuals.
"Diversity includes all of
us, and the primary goal of this
unit is to provide comprehen-

sive and domestic diversity
experiences for the entire UCF
community," said McCloud.
The Office of Diversity
Initiatives extends its assistance
to accomplish certain goals. It
provides and promotes opportunities that help the UCF faculty
in reflecting the immense diversity of society. The organization
also assists the university
administration and acts as their
consultants in their efforts to
recruit and maintain a diverse
force and student body.
Diversity Week offers students the chance to develop an
understanding of diversity factors such as increased selfawareness, knowledge of others, and enhanced life skills. It
encourages participation on
campus for community, regional, national and international
diversity education.
"Diversity Week is established to promote communication and interaction across our
human differences as we identify and embrace our similarities," said McCloud.
The celebration will begin
with a university wide Diversity
Breakfast featuring UCF Board
of Trustees' member Ava
Parker. The event will be held

Minority Retention Task Force to be formed
BILL LONG
STAFF WRITER

Florida Board of Education Secretary Jim
Horne recently announced plans to form a
Minority Retention Task """""""""""'....-----,
Force, the main goal of
which will be to increase the
number
of
graduating
minorities at state uni versities.
"The admissions data
we have received from the
State University System for
Fall 2001 demonstrates that,
without question, the univerHorne
sities have done an outstanding job of creating diverse entering classes of
freshman," said Horne.
While state universities have increased the
number of minority freshmen, Horne said, "The
ultimate measure of success, however, will be
to see increased graduation rates and improvement in Florida's production of baccalaureate

Oct. 29 from 8 -· 10 a.m. in the
Pegasus Grand Ballroom. Other
activities include art exhibits,
panel discussions from Dr. Ken
Kazmerski
and
GLBSU
Students, community conversa-

degrees. This can be achieved only by focusing
on strategies to increase retention rates at each
of our institutions."
The Task Force will combine members of
the Florida Student Association and the Florida
Board of Education. The board will be comprised of both faculty and students of Florida's
state colleges, which includes UCF.
Horne said, "No one knows best what
works and doesn't work on our campus than
students themselves." These members will be
charged with finding new and inventive ways
of maintaining minority enrollment at UCF up
to and through graduation.
With .the development of this Task Force
comes an important question; is this measure
necessary at the University of Central Florida?
"Our numbers are very encouraging and
above all categories (compared to other
schools) for students with racial backgrounds.
Our latest numbers show minority retention to
be almost equal to that of whites," said Dean
McFall, Associate Vice President of University
Relations.

tions, architecture shows and
prestigious guest speakers such
as Yahya Hendi, from Duke
University.
"Together, we will explore
the diverse world in which we

Kissel Outstanding Speaker
contest to be held

live in," McCloud said.
"Diversity Week promises to be
a great opportunity for every
race, gender and culture to join
as one, and learn from one
another."

( ,

c

l

PADRA SANCHEZ
STAFF WRITER

If extemporaneous delivery is a familiar term, and you
have the power to persuade, you probably are or have been
enrolled in SPC 1600 and 1610. You are also eligible as a full
time student to display your public speaking abilities in the
Second Annual Bernard C. Kissel Outstanding Student Speaker
Competition.
Kissel launched UCF's School of Communication and
hired many of its original faculty members. He was an
esteemed speech instructor and published several works on the
subject. The conception of this contest was based on Kissel's
contributions to the department and his memory is honored
through this newly born tradition.
Students must sign up quickly as spaces are limited to only
25 contestants. Availability is on a first come, first serve basis.
"Last year we had fifteen contestants. This year we have twenty," said Visiting Instructor in Communication David Young.
Each contestant will deliver their five to eight minute persuasive speech to a panel of judges, who are SPC -instructors.
The preliminary round will begin at 4 p.m. on Oct.26. The
top five speakers will then move to the final round, which
begins at 7 p.m. Once in the final round, the panel of judges
will consist of at least three senior faculty members.
There are five places for winners, the first three of which
will be awarded with plaques. Fourth and fifth place winners
will receive certificates of honorable mention. The first-prize
winner will have their name engraved on a memorial inside of
the Nicholson School of Communication Building.
According to Young, there are other benefits as well, "If
they get to the finals they' 11 have the experience of speaking
before a large crowd; about 300 people," He added, "The auditorium was filled last year. If they win, en- even if they just get
to the finals, it'll look good on their resume or grad school
application."
To signup, students can e-mail David Young at dayoung@pegasus.cc.ucf.edu with their full name, student identification number, phone number, email address, and the semester they took SPC 1600 or SPC 1016. The name of their
instructor must also be included.
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Employees offered transfers
to nearby Regal theaters

Bersia to
remain at
Sentinel as
columnist

Homecoming practice
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"I can't believe they shut down. I guess that means
we're back to paying $8 a piece for a movie."
Other students said the theatre was falling apart
and was overdue to be closed down. "The UC7 was
a disgrace," said senior Tricia Muldoon. "I only went
there once, and that was enough. The seats were all
broken and there was old popcorn everywhere. It
smelled terrible. It should have been renovated or
closed a long time ago," she said.
Junior Megan McDonough agreed: "That place
looked really bad. The tickets were cheaper, but it
was just a complete mess, inside and out. The Regal
Cinemas over at Oviedo and Waterford are so nice
and clean. It was time for UC7 to go."
The property the theatre occupied has not been
re-leased. "That space has been a movie theatre for
close to 15 years, even before Regal Cinemas moved
in," Flores said. "I am sure someone will do something with the space soon."
Regal Cinemas was established in 1989. In 1998,
the company merged with Ad III Cinemas to form
the world's largest theatre group. There are over 4000
Regal Cinema locations nationwide.
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The UCF Marching Knights practice their halftime show for last Saturday's game against
UL-Monroe. Practice was nearly rained out but the Marthing Knight's trudged on.
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assist UCF in developing new
ways to make contributions to the
field of international relations."
Bersia, a 1977 UCF graduate
has had ties with the university
for many years. Since 1990, he
has served as an adjunct instructor in political science, teaching
classes an American foreign policy and defense policy as well as
the international politics of
Africa, Asia, Russia and the
Middle East.
"Having built a distinguished career in journalism,
John Bersia returns to his alma
mater uniquely qualified to
advance our goal to provide international focus to our curricula
and research programs," UCF
President John Hitt told the
Orlando Sentinel. "In his new
role, John will continue to serve
as a gifted teacher and will bring
his unique experience and perspective to expanding UCF's
efforts to enlarge central Florida's
awareness and understanding of
the interconnectedness of our
global community," he added.
Bersia has experience in various aspects of international
affairs. He has three master's
degrees in public affairs and
international relations. His new
role at UCF utilizes his international affairs expertise.
During his career, Bersia has
written opinions about international developments, conducted
field research, taught and organized other community efforts to
expand knowledge of global
affairs. He is also the chair of
Global Connections for Central
Florida, a regional partnership of
24 organizations that raises global awareness and understanding
through international town meetings.
Bersia sees this position as
an opportunity for him to focus
on his love for education. He
said, "I' 11 be expanding my
research, teaching in various colleges and departments, and working with programs that promote
international awareness." Bersia
will remain at the Orlando
Sentinel as a weekly columnist,
but has chosen to devote most of
his energy to this new position;
"I wanted to spend more time
working on international issues
and to embrace education on a
full-time basis," he said. "It is a
great opportunity. I've been
involved with UCF in one way or
another for more than 25 years. In
a sense, it's like coming home."
Bersia won the 2000 Pulitzer
Prize for "Fleeced in Florida," a
yearlong editodal series criticizing the exorbitant rates charged
by car-title-loan and paydayadvance companies. The series
resulted in state and ·local
reforms.
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UCF professor helping community with survey
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from
George
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DANIELLE DEPARI
STAFF WRITER
University, is also the recipient of the ions, with examples such as their quality
College of Health and Public Affairs' of life and after school program support.
Dr. Evan Berman, an associate profes- Research Incentive Award. He is a profes- Residents were asked to rate their opinion
sor in public administration within the sor as well as a researcher of public policy. on a scale, rating issues as very important,
"It is a common type of survey, it tells important, somewhat important and unimCollege of Health and Public Affairs, is
creating an impact in the community.
us how well citizens are doing, and lets us portant.
Berman's survey of the citizens of see the needs of citizens," said Berman.
The results of the survey are comThe survey supplies the county with pared to those of past years. This depicts
Oi:ange County and their conception of
local government was presented to the the citizens' view of the present state of the the changes in attitudes of citizens. For
Orange County government this past county, reveals the priorities of the com- example, 87.9 percent of residents felt that
September and serves as a vital tool when munity as a whole, and clarifies services the quality of life in Orange County is
analyzing the effectiveness of local gov- that can be used for future county planning good, whereas in 1996, of those survey
and program d~velopment. It is compared 75.4 percent felt that life in Orange County
ernment.
Berman, who has a Ph.D in Public with other surveys from previous years to is good. According to the survey, the ~mm-

h

ber one concern of Orange County residents is reducing school overcrowding.
Issnes that were rated less ~mportant than
in the previous survey were fighting illegal
drug use and protecting environmentally
sensitive land and those rated more important since the previous survey were water
quality of lakes and increasing public safety.
Besides an illustration of the perception of local government, the immediate
goal of this survey was to generate an
awareness of county services, which
include Orange TV (cable channel 9) and
onetgov.net (internet access to county services.) These applications of technology
are ways in which Orange County residents can view the workings of local government.
The survey furnished residents of the
community with a voice to accentuate specific concerns and provided citizens with
new ways to gain access to government
services information.
The University of Central Florida helps
area governments in many different ways.
Berman said: "An important role of
Department of Public Administration is to
train people who manage and lead public
and nonprofit organizations. Our graduates
manage many large programs that·
strengthen the community - in Central
Florida and well beyond."
Together with the Florida Institute of
Government at UCF, the pro@"am also provides direct services to public and nonprofit.organizations.
"Many of our graduates are leaders in
their ~rganizations, who have great impact
and quite rewarding care~rs," Berman said.
Students who are interested in learning
more about careers in public and nonprofit
organizations can contact the department
at 823-2604.

The presentation of the survey in its entlrety can be viewed at
http://www.onetgov.net/boa rd/cha i rman/citizen_su rvey/0(o/o20su rvey2001%20-4.htm

/L-'@Educational
~ Testing Service

..
.

....•................
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FIELD SERVICE REPRESENTATIVE
Educational Testing Service (ETS) is the world's leading educational
measurement organization and is committed to excellence in
educational research This is a Term-of-Contract position for one year,
possibly longer. The selected candidate will be afforded the
opportunity to travel to Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands.
Responsibilities include providing technical assistance (including
consultation, professional development of literacy and the
dissemination of resources and information) in early literacy to
schools, school districts and state departments of education to enable
them to improve the education of students considered at-risk Will
also prepare and present workshops and training events, analyze
needs and recommend strategies for improvement
Requires a Master~s degree in Education with emphasis in reading
and language arts and 5 years of relevant school-based experience in
teaching, or a combination of teaching and administrative leadership
in a school. Strong consuhative and oral presentation skills and
proficiency in MS Word and PowerPoint required. Knowledge of
Spanish highly desired. ETS offers competitive salaries, an excellent
benefits package and an ideal environment for professional growth.
Please e-mail. resume, salary requirements and cover letter to:

tfo@ets.org.
We regret we are unable to respond to each resume received.
Only those selected for an interview will be contacted. We are
dedicated to Eq~al Opportunity/Affirmative Action in the workplace.

We're not like every
other high-tech company.
We're hiring.
No one told you the hardest part of being an engin~er would be finding
your first job. Of course, it s still possible to get the high-tech work
you want by joining

th~

U.S. Air Force. You can leverage your degree

immediately and get hands-on ·experience with ·some of the most
sophisticated technology on earth. To find out how to get your career off
the ground, call 1-800-423-USAF or visit our Web site at airforce.com.

...

\.J
•••

'·'

U.S. AIR FORCI!
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LEGAL
SERVICES

Problems with?

Need?

•
•

•
•
•
•

•

Landlords
Name change
Uncontested
Dissolution

Did you know?
COMPILED BY

BECKI PANOFF & ADAM SHIVER

In Arizona, it is illegal to marry your nextdoor neighbor, but legal to marry your daughter.

A will
Insurance
Contracts
Police

Janis Joplin's will called for a party for
200 people at her favorite pub . in San
Alselmo, California at a cost of $2,500.00.
A roach can live for weeks without a
head .

..
Student Legal Services provides students with
assistance in selected areas of law such as
landlord/tenant, consumer, chapter 7 bankruptcy,
criminal, traffic, & uncontested dissolutions. Qualified
students can receive consultation and representation

FREE OF CHARGE!
For additional information, contact
Student Legal Services.
407-823-2538, SRC 155.
http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/~stulegal

Funded by A&SF as allocated by Student Government.

• Leonardo da Vinci
• Matthew Broderick
•Marilyn Monroe
• Oprah Winfrey
• Lewis Carroll
• Helen Keller
•Bob Dylan
• Ted Williams

America the Beautiful

The song "America the Beautiful" came
about as the result of a collaboration
between a Massachusetts- born woman,
Katherine Lee Bates, who wrote the lyrics,
The longest recorded flight of a chicken _ and a church organist from Newark, New
is 13 seconds.
Jersey, named Sam Ward. The two never
met. Bates wrote the poem at age 33 on a
Pet superstores now sell about 40 per- journey to Colorado's Pikes Peak; it was pubcent of all pet food.
lished in a Boston Church publication two
years later, on July 4, 1895. While many
All the swans in England are property of people proposed melodies to make it into a
the Queen.
hymn, Sam Ward's composition was selected'
and it took nearly 15 years for the song to be
Jupiter takes almost 12 years to make a heard nationwide.
full orbit of the Sun.
There are 70 official languages in South
Africa.

Most roofs in the Washington, D.C. area
are designed to withstand at least 15 to 20
pounds of snow per square foot.
Franklin D. Roosevelt was the first U.S.
president to appoint women to high government posts.
Developed in 1950 by the then-called
Zenith Radio Corporation, the first TV remote
control was christened "Lazy Bones." Lazy
Bones used a cable that ran from the TV set
to the viewer.
The 1955 James Dean-Natalie Wood
classic, "Rebel Without a Cause," was
banned in Britain and Spain upon its release,
for fear that young people would become violent after seeing the film.
Before he became a box office sensation, Oscar-winning actor Denzel Washington
worked as a drama instructor.
Because of a football's resemblance to
an olive, albeit a very large one, the Chinese
often call the American game of football
"olive ball."

•

Famous Lefties

Birthdays
• Oct. 24, 1948, Kweisi Mfume, NAACP president
• Oct. 25, 1881 , Pablo Picasso, artist
1973

d:

• Oct. 26, 1947, Hillary Rodham Clinton,
attorney, U.S. First Lady, U.S. Senator
• Oct. 27, 1932, Sylvia Plath, poet, novelist
d: 1963
• Oct. 28, 1914, Dr. Jonas [Edward] Salk,
medical researcher d: 1995
• Oct. 29, 1947, Richard Dreyfuss, Academy
Award-winning actor
•Oct. 30, 1735, John Adams, U.S. President
d: 1826

Quote of the week
"We make a living by what we get, but
we make a life by what we give."

- WINSTON CHURCHILL

Around Campus
COMPILED BY

BECKI PANOFF
j

Applications available beginning October 51111

UCF professor ope·ns gallery
For more infonnation:

UCF art professor Walter Gaudnek has opened a gallery in.downtown Orlando, along
with Burnett Honors College graduate David Jones.
Art Space opened in August at 818 E. Washington Street in Thornton Park with
"Holocaust and Liberation."
German-born Gaudnek, who is an American citizen, has also been invited to exhibit
works from his "Holocaust and Liberation From Evil Series" at Reichstags-prasidentpalais in Berlin, near the Bradenburg Gate.

• come by the Orientation
center <SRC 227l or give

us a can at 823-5105.
• stop by the table In fl'Ont

•

of the SU every Wed.

from 12:00pm to 1:oopm.
Applications due November

2""ats:ooom.

Fall Harvest Festival

Nutritional Value
Integrity
Excellence
Scholarship
community

100%
100%
100%
100%

Orten131lon Canter • Unit of Academic Development and Retention •Student Development and Enrollment Services

The 2001 Fall Harvest Festival, sponsored by the UCF Environmental Society and
Arboretum, will take place Oct. 26 - 27 at the UCF Arboretum. The festival will be from
10 a.m. - 6 p.m. both days.
The festival will showcase an assortment of plants, such as orchids. Emphasis will be
on botanical art, natural history, art and nature crafts, environmental issues and holistic
practices. Plants will be for sale to the UCF community and visitors.
The Outlander's Club and the UCF Environmental Society will have displays. There
. is no fee for non-profit organizations to participate. There is no charge to attend
Arboretum activities. For information or to reserve a festival display table, call 407-8235769.

Exchange programs
UCF has 105 partner universities in 35 countries offering UCF credit during summer
programs and semester exchanges in disciplines ranging from computer science to art history, and instrumental music to international marketing. For more information contact the
office on international studies at (407) 882-2328.
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Cotton candy, concerts and chorus lines - oh my
CASEY MCCORKLE
STAFF WRITER

My mission
I set out to determine if we, the students ofUCF, were as apathetic as I thought
we might be. Being that this was my first,
and last Homecoming at UCF, I decided it
might be the right thing to do. My agenda
was specific and packed, something new
and exciting to participate in every single
night of the week, could life really be this
rewarding?

Monday night at the movies
This was by far the greatest disappointment of my entire Homecoming experience, most likely because I had secretly
resolved that it would be the most fun. My
main thought was this: What could be more
fun than a free, secret movie with you and

400 of your fellow school~
mates? As far as I am
concerned, a three- ~
hour lecture on the ~
/
mating habits of ~
r
the green tree ~
frogs in my back- ~
yard would be far ~
more enjoyable ~
than my night ; ; ; .
spent on the ~
grassy knoll by the ~
reflecting pond.
For all those involved with
Homecoming, I will_ say, I know
you meant well, you tried your best. But let
me just mention a few bad ideas.
1. Showing the Mummy 2. There's
your first and major mistake. Scary Movie
2, American Pie 2, even Jay and Silent Bob
Strike Back; these are crowd pleasers. Not
a movie that takes place mostly in the dark

desert. Exactly how is
it possible to watch a
movie that takes
place in the dark,
while you are in the
dark?
2. Throwing black
coffee cups in the
darkness of night
is not a good plan.
Lofting cups out
into the crowd
would have been
acceptable,
but
your wannabe Bret
Farves took their job of dispersing these cups just a little too seriously.
People all around me were being pelted by
randomly thrown plastic cups. Black cups
in the dark never had a chance.
How much are you willing to pay for
cotton candy?

Misguided most powerful women list
CARLY MORRIS
STAFF WRITER

I've never read Ladies Home Journal for
three reasons: I can't cook, I don't have kids
and I always ignore even the best relationship
advice.
This month, however, the cover story in
LHJ made me ·sick enough t-0 actually buy a
copy.
The editors of the magazine took it upon
themselves to rank the 30 most powerful
women in America. The women were ranked
based on their combined scores in each of the
following categories: cultural clout (25 percent), financial impact (15 percent), achievement (15 percent), visibility (10 percent),
power to influence (10 percent), intellectual
impact (10 percent), political know-how (7 .5
percent) and staying power (7 .5 percent).
Many of the women are undeserving.
Those who do in fact possess a certain degree
of power are severely underestimated.
Let's begin with number 14, Condoleezza
Rice. Rice is the first woman ever to be
appointed the National Security Adviser. She is
a political science professor at Stanford
University and the former senior director of the
National Security Council. Basically, this
woman is a foreign-policy genius. As America
faces war in the east, Rice's influence over the
president is mqre intense than ever. This is a
woman with power, and she has earned every
bit of it.
But not as much power, evidently, as firstyear senator and lucky number 5, Hillary
Rodham Clinton. It's true, she is married to the
former president, and during his time in office,
she wrote a book and gave thousands of lectures. Certainly, Mr. Clinton's philandering got
her more notoriety than Rice will probably
ever have. But in comparison, Rice is a superior politician in a higher position that affords

her far more power than Clinton. Hillary gets
a single vote in the Senate, while Rice influ~
ences the president's final actions. Rice definitely has an edge.
But according to LHJ, both Rice and
Clinton are in far more power than the wife of
the current president, number 26, Laura Bush.
This woman is married to the President of the
United States. She lives day in and day out
with the leader of the free world, yet she barely makes the list. You have got to be kidding
me.
None of the women, however, were as
ridiculously unworthy number 9, Britney
Spears. I was amazed she was even a nominee,
given she falls short one critical requirement:
she is not a woman, but a teenager. And what
or who does this teenager have influence over,
besides screaming 12-year-olds and Justin
Timberlake? Anyone who has seen her MTV
Diary knows that she barely holds it together.
As for the rest of the list: singers, actresses
and entertainers placed higher overall than
CEOs and political figures. The secret? High
scores in cultural clout and financial impact
made up for low scores in intellectual impact
and staying power.
It is worth mentioning that LHJ did include
some truly powerful women, including
Supreme Court justices Sandra Day O'Connor
(number 2) and Ruth Bader Ginsburg (number
7). Also ranked were super-journalist Barbara
Walters (number 4) and children's book author
J.K. Rowling (number 6).
Overall, LHJ credited a lot of women who
have money and made a spectacle of themselves to get it. The list is not about who has
the most power, it's about who gets the most
press.
The editors should be ashamed of themselves for overlooking the only women in
America with real power: educators and moms.
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Sadly enough, the carnival was not any
better. I am not a negative person, I wanted
UCF to succeed with this carnival night.
But I'm sorry to say, better luck next year.
The rides were few in number, sketchy and
juvenile, but still far more entertaining than ·
the cheap, tacky games, with even more
cheap and useless prizes given to those that.
who could afford to spend $15 for a giant
monkey in a cheerleader's uniform.
I was determined to find beads, but
was rejected by a rather hostile student on
some sort of power trip, insisting that I had
to "catch" my beads when they threw them
out at designated times. She informed me
that I missed my chance because they
weren't throwing anymore out that night.
You would think n;iy student activity fees
could cover one strand of lousy beads.
That's just plain silliness. So I left, but I did
PLEASE SEE

C 0 ll EQE
Amonthly column by th€·future ~taff

vices seemed like a bizarre thing
to do, but on that day, I had
agreed.
Now, since I was a virgin at
trading these types of services, I
AMY EDWARDS
had no idea what to say. Do you
STAFF WRITER
introduce yourself? Say hello? I
had
no clue. So, I just said I was
My most memorable college
in
the
last space of the aisle. We
experience: never get in a car
drove
down the row · and where
with strangers. Not because you
was
the
trusty old Escort? Not in
may get raped, kidnapped or
mugged, but because you might that aisle. I told the driver, maybe
direct the driver to the wrong it's in the next row over. Nope, no
place. With this in mind, I share sign of my car. So this poor guy
with you my most memorable drives me up and down all four or
five aisles of the Visual Arts
college experience.
parking
lot. No sign of my car.
It was an average afternoon.
And
then it hit me. I had
The parking lots were full, and·
skipped
my
late morning class
there were many more students
and
went
to
breakfast. When I
looking for open parking spaces
came
back
to
school
I had parked
than there were students leaving
in
the
dirt
lot.
Now
how was I
class. The hunt began the second
going
to
explain
this
one?
I don't
I left the Visual Arts Building. I
was prey to hundreds of impa- remember exactly how I broke
the news to the poor guy, but I
tient drivers looking for a space.
A black Honda Civic had apologized and said that I wasn't
started the stalking process. parked in this lot.
I know if I had been a male,
Slowly, the car crept as I walked
he
probably would have said
down the aisle. It got closer and ·
some
nasty words and kicked me
closer. Finally, the window rolled
out
of
his car, but he was very
down and a guy said he would
nice
about
it actually. He just
drive me to my car if I gave him
smirked
and
said the next time
the space. I had never done this in
someone
offers-to
drive me to my
the past because I always thought
car,
I
had
better
say
no.
the practice of driving people to
So
I
took
bis
advice.
their space and trading off ser-
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ACLU wants to ban "God Bless America"
AMY EDWARDS
STAFF WRITER

Several days after Sept. 11, the principal and faculty of Breen Elementary
School, in Rockland, Calif., agreed to
. post "God Bless America" on the
school's marquee. They did this to show
support for America and a large majority
of parents applauded the school for its
great patriotism.
· I say a large majority of parents,
because there was one parent who asked
Principal Terry Thornton to take down
the text. After the principal said the marquee would remain, the parent said she
would, in essence, take the issue to a
more powerful source. She complained
to the ACLU and now the organization is
pushing to have "God Bless America"

taken off the school's marquee.
The parent said her reasoning
behind this is the separation of church
and state issl,le. While she cannot expand
with any explanation, I find it hard to
believe that three words posted on an
outside marquee truly violate the separation.
Had the school forced the children
to march like little soldiers out to the
marquee, kneel on their hands and knees
and chant the phrase, then I could see
where she is coming from. I find it ludicrous that a simple outdoor marquee
bothers her so much. The children aren't
forced to look or talk about it, and I'm
sure kindergartners can't even read what
it says.
If the parent is concerned about the
phrase itself, she should probably stop

using cash, because it does say the infamous, "In God We Trust." She also
should tell her child to stop reading;
because I'm sure God is mentioned in
social studies and history books in the
public school system. After all, history
books state, as it is a matter of fact, people came to America for religious freedoms. Maybe she skipped over that
chapter when she was in second grade.
And she should probably make her
child attend school over Christmas,
Easter and Rosh Hashana, because those
are, of course, dates that celebrate religious holidays.
The parent didn't say if she is an
atheist; she gave no explanation for her
opposition of the word God. Now, the
sign doesn't say specifically Jesus,
Allah, Mohammed, Buddha or Satan for

•
~·

she has a master's degree in communications from UCF.

that matter. The sign said "God," which
to me, could be interpreted to any God.
The fact that · I may interpret it as the
Christian God, or my neighbor interprets
it as the Muslim God, should be completely irrelevant.
Our country has a renewed sense of
patriotism and religion since Sept. 11.
There are bumper stickers, t-shirts, flags,
and yes, marquees all stating "God Bless
America" everywhere you look. I suspect the patriotism will continue to grow
as citizens show support for their troops
overseas and our leaders here in
America.
If she doesn't like to see "God Bless
America" on public displays, perhaps
she should move to a communist country
that limits the freedom of speech. I'm
sure she'd like China or Cuba.
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SGA wasting money
I ·vas driving down University Boulevard
and I looked up and saw something I didn't like.
There was a giant billboard that read, "Vote!"
This angered me for two reasons. First of all, I
know that a billboard cannot be cheap. Why is
the SGA spending money that is supposed to go
back to the students on an advertisement?
Second, why is the SGAspending our money on
a sign that for all intents and purposes was only
good for the three days of the student elections?
Nevertheless, almost a month after the elections,
the billboard sits there now rendered absolutely

Think every travel
agency understands
what you need?
Guess again. Lucky
for you, we do.
useless. I don't know who is responsible for this
useless waste of money, but I hope that in the
future our elected officials find a better way to
spend my money than on a three-day billboard.

-DAN LOPEZ

Dan,
The billboard wasn't actually as expensive
as one might think, it costs about $700 a week.
It might seem like an expensive venture, but
shouldn't when you compare it to other advertising items. Voting in the Senate election is
extremely important for students, especially
when taking into account the amount of money
Senators vote on (7 million dollars). So $700
a week is not an unreasonable expenditure.
Making sure every student had the opportunity
to vote was a priority for my administration.
Unfortunately, it costs money; but, we made
sure that our expenditures for the senate elections were cost effective. We only paid for the
billboard for two weeks. It has been up for a
month but everything beyond the two weeks
was free.
Considering we had an all time high voter

turnout for senate elections (over 2000 votes),
our promotional efforts have been successful.
A number of students called me about the billboard. Our marketing plan for senate elections
created a level of excitement that is not usually
attributed to Student Government elections.
I truly believe every student should have a
say in how their money is spent and that takes
expenditures of money so that the message is
seen by every student. Rest assured, the PCS
administration takes every effort to effectively
spend your activity and service fee money.
Fiscal responsibility is a top priority for our
administration and I thank you for your concern. I wish every student cared this much
about their activity and service fee monies.

No MAC attack

bowl game in freezing Idaho; I bet you can see
the cornfields (potato) from the top bleachers.
Mr. Sloan's annual statement to SN that UCF
Football is an upcoming and building program
is so out-dated because we are a program. Ask
Alabama or Nebraska. Ask Culpepper or
Jefferson in the NFL. Ask the NFL scouts
watching McKibben or Rodriguez. Watch as our
future grows with leaders like Schneider or
Haynes. The Orlando Sentinel is right,
Conference USA doesn't want us, they fear us
(poor South Florida). We need a new "calling of
life's signals" from the top of the UCF athletic
post. If Mr. Sloan can't answer that call, bring
someone else in who's not going to take this
prograi;n backwards by signing into the MAC,
but is going to be energetic and aggressive
(that's how USF got in over us) in marketing
UCF for future conference affiliations-maybe
the Big East. Go Knights'.

UCF Athletic Director Steve Sloan needs
"a whole new ba11game:· In a recent interview
with the Sunshine Network he talked with
enthusiasm about signing the UCF football program into the MAC conference. Why would we
want to slum with the MAC? What future or
potential does the MAC offer our Golden
Knights?
This is what we can expect. Traveling to
half-filled high school caliber stadiums in cold
weathered Climates. Places like Northern
Illinois University, a small midwestem town
famous for barbwire and cornfields. Or let's
take our Golden Knights and all the traveling
fans to Akron, Ohio, an area famous for tires
and more cornfields. Or, our home fan attendance lowers as we play these weak schools.
Sure, we're probably assured of winning
the conference championship since our enrollment is almost double and our athletes are superior to theirs. But we get to go to an unknown

Ready?

A BALLROOM & LATIN

DANCE STUDIO
3580 Aloma Ave.
Suite 5

407-679-6100

- MARCO PENA
Student Body President

We teach it all
Salsa, \!1erengue,
Bachata~ Sv.ing, foxtrot.
\X~ltz. Rumba, ChaCha, hvo Step,
and n~ore.

Dmces every Tuesday, 8:30 - 10 p.m.
¥ Grc:up classe3 drily
¥ call to sch:rlJle yrnr lesEcrJS
¥ Stui:nt dis:n.mt VJith ID
.6

Introductory Spedal:

$19 for 3 lessons
www. sh a 11 wed an c e or I and o. com

-JACK SCHOLBE

The Future is searching
high and low
The Central Florida Future is looking for dedicated pµid News and Opinion
writers. If you are interested in journalism, want clips for your portfolio, or
want experience working for the student newspaper serving UCF since
1968, please call 407-365-7656 or email editor@UCFfuture.com.

Positions available:

SJl.OU:RVJl.Y VIQIC MJl.SS:
6:00

PM

_,,.,.

Student Government Reporter
Police Beat Reporter.
General News Writers
Opinion Writers

SUNV7-l.Y MJl.SS'ES:
8 JlM, 10:30 JlM, 12:10

PM
c
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UCF students a rare breed

•

FROM PAGE

manage to snag some cotton candy before I left.
Well worth the entire ten minutes I spent at the
carnival. I guess it just all depends on what you
are willing to suffer for a bag of cotton candy.

. ..

•

.

HALEY CABRERA./ CFF

Lack.of business caused the UC7 Regal movie theater to dose recently.

For the movies
RYAN KRAUSMANN
STAFF WRITER

•

•

•
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The UC7 Regal Cinemas
closed for business October IL It's
location, directly across from the
campus, could not have been more
convenient for students. I assume
attendance was poor despite of
that. Of course, I've known of corporations that have shut down
operati~ns not because they
weren't making money, but
because of tax-cut opportunities or
other illogical business tactics. But
this now empty theater holds possibilities for renewal. I offer a list of
possibilities to someone who has
the money and time to create a cinema establishment.
• Turn the theater into what
are affectionately known as "dollar
theaters." They play movies on
their second-run, meaning that several month off-time period
between when a film is out of the
first-run theaters and before it is on
video. Nothing would be better for
poor college students than being
able to see a movie for only $1 or
$2.
• Make the theater an art
house cinema that shows independent and foreign movies. The only
art house in the area, twenty min-

utes away, is the Enzian and that
only has one screen. Many student_s didn't get a chance to see
"Apocalypse Now Redux" since it
only played at the Enzian for two
weeks.
Another thing art houses do
that the big chains stay away from
is showing re-releases. A friend of
mine in Los Angeles went to a rerelease of "The Goonies" and said
it sold out every show. Just showing any movie from a UCF student's childhood, like "Back to the
Future", "Gremlins" or "Sixteen
Candles" are sure to sell-out.
• UCF can annex the theater
and run it as a university facility.
Film professors can show films
there instead of simply projecting
videos. Supposedly, classes are
held in the theaters, anyway. UCF
could hold film festivals and visiting filmmakers can show their
work to students. At night the theater can run great classic movies
like "The Maltese Falcon" and
"The Godfather" to which students
and Orlando residents can pay a
modest price to see.
Any one of these scenarios
would be a great cultural benefit to
UCF and the Orlando community
as a whole. And, most importantly,
it would be fun .

Everyone wants to
b~ a superstar

impressed by. Knightro humped Glycerin on
stage, which was pretty · amusing. Our beloved
football players even got involved-throwing beads
and shirts to the cutest girls.Yes, we all noticed.
But still, my time spent in the freezing cold waters
of the reflecting pond
was well worth the
risk of hypothermia.
Great times.

I am not even
going to touch this
night. I did not get a tshirt and I definitely did
not get beads. I will say
this: Everyone thinks
they
are
back-up
dancers for Britney
Spears. J::>lease understand that not everyone
has the God-given talent'
of forte turns. Mad props
to BCM for their brilliant
performance, by far the
best of the night.

Randomly selected
performances
JOE KALEITA I CFF
311. Why? And are
they really worth $8? It's Students had the opportunity to catch t·shirts, beads and
not that I don't enjoy a
Knightro dolls.
good 311 concert every
now and then, but that's the
point? What makes this concert so special? Could
we not have.booked someone who would be more My findings
celebrated by the entire community of UCF? I
UCF is unlike any other university I have
think so.
ever been to, which if you know me, is saying a.
lot. The students here are a rare breed between
apathetic slackers and loyal patriots. We don't
Splish, splash
usually
jump at the chance to involve ourselves
This event inspired much faith in the students
with
school
related activities, but when required,
and even relinquished fears I might have had
we
readily
accept
the challenge and party with the
about UCF being an apathetic campus. The water
best
of
them.
Sure,
things could have been done
was quite chilly yes, and it did rain. But I caught a
differently
and
made
more enjoyable for all stut-shirt and beads so I went home soaked, but
dents.
But
on
the
whole, I would say my
happy. I think most people felt the same way.
Homecoming
experience
was better than average.
Even the spectators got a good view of the UCF
cheerleaders, UCF basketball and football Good friends, good food and drinks and plenty of
dancers, all of whose performances I was most free beads. B- for UCF Homecoming 2001.

IBarnes & Noble Kiosk I
UCF BOOKSTORE
4000 Central Florida Blvd.
Orlando, FL 32816
(407) 823-2665

Service offer available to new and existing customers.
Shop by phone for delivery,
ca/11-866-CINGULAR.

'
•

..
Get 250 anytime minutes; plus choose
one of the following ~ith a $29. 99 rate ph n:
With Activation

For jobs that rock, visit us at

Downloadable
Ringtones

www.cingular.com

.

Mobile Messaging
and Chat

J< cingular·M
WIRELESS

•

NOKIA

What do you have to~yi~

CONNECTING PEOPLE

1-866-C/NGULAR

Phone price and offer
may vary by location .

Limit~~ time .otter. Cred!t approval and activation of service on 1- or 2-year contract
for el_1g1ble C1ngular c~ll1ng plans required. Offer cannot be combined with any other
special ?ffe~s. Promotional phone offers require 2-year agreement. Early termination
and act1vat1on fees apply. Night hours are from 9:00 pm to 7:00 am and weekend
hours are from 9:00 pm on Friday until 7:00 am on Monday. Long distance charges
a~ply unless _YOU have als~ ch?sen the long distance option. Nationwide Long
Distance ap~hes to cal~s originating from your Home Calling Area and terminating in
th~ U.S. A1rt1me charges appl_Y. Wireless Internet requires WAP-enabled phone.
w.1reless Internet. access applies. to access.charg.e only and does not include per
minute usage. Wireless Internet 1s only available in select service areas. Wireless
~nternet is ~ot equivalent to landline .Internet. Third Party content providers may
impose additional charges. Refer to Wireless Internet brochure for additional details.
Unused package minutes expire: (1) on 12/31 /04; (2) immediately upon default or if
customer changes ~ate plan. Rolled over minutes are not redeemable for cash or
credit and are not transferable. Minutes will not roll over until after the first month's
bi Hing. Offer good while supplies last. Calls subject to taxes, long distance, roaming,
universal s~rv1ce fee or other charges. Package minutes and unlimited night and
weekend minutes apply t~ calls m~de or received within local calling area. Airtime in
excess of any package minutes will be charged at a per minute rate of $.15 to $.50.
Compatible phone and Cingular Wireless long distance are required. Airtime and
other measured usage are rounded up to the next full minute at the end of each call
for ~illing purposes..unused package minutes do not carry forward to the next billing
pen~d and are forfeited. Optional features may be cancelled after initial term of the
service contr~ct. Other conditions and restrictions apply. See contract and
sto~e for details. ©2001 Nokia·lnc. Nokia, Connecting People and the 3300 S
senes phones are trademarks of Nokia Corporation and/or its affiliates.
Cing~lar Wireless, ''.What do you have to say?" and the graphic icon are
:..~
Service Marks of Cingular Wireless LLC. ©2001 Cingular Wireless LLC. ~
All rights reserved.
.. =.,,
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The Golden Knights defeated UL-Monroe 36 - 6 in
Saturday's Homecoming game at the Citrus Bowl. The
Knights will toke on the Aggies this weekend in Utah.

.

/

I
1
I

I
/ 311 performed at
! the UCF arena for
this year's
Homecoming concert.
Past performers
include Lenny
Kravitz and Busta
r Rhymes.

•

PHOTO:

JOE KALEITA I
GRAPHIC:
ADAM SHIVER/

CFF
CFF

JOE

Tail aters down many hot-dogs hamburgers and.glas
thegCitrus bowl parking lot before the Homecoming g
attendance at the game was lower than past Hon:ie<
there was no shortage of tailgaters.

ANDRE B EA UCAGE

Christine Kurle crowns Sandra Schaal during half·time of the Homecoming football game..

During Slcit ICnighr many organiz f
JoE KALE1rA r CFF
a ions competed for prizes.
I-

I

I

i

I

I

I

I
I

Spirit Splash was /
named "Best Campus r·
Tradition" in Florida
•Leader Magazine.
President John Hitt
and Coach Mike
Kruczek spoke to theft·{.....
crowd during
the event. /

.
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Place your ad today! 407-365-7656 (classifieds@_UCFfuture.com)
THE central florida

FUTURE

CLASSIFICATIONS
Help Wanted
For Sale
For Rent
Services

On Campus
Personals
Travel
Miscellaneous

Telephone Hours
Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Address
120 Alexandria Blvd., Suite 17
Oviedo, FL 32765

Full-time or part-time Receptionist needed
for Oviedo Veterinary Clinic. Must have good
people skills. Flexible hours. Call
407-366-7323. Located at 45 Alafaya Woods
Blvd - Publix Plaza near World Gym.
$$ Get Paid For Your Opinions! $$
Earn $15 - $125 and more per survey!
www.money4opinions.com

$ NEED MONEY?
Flexible pay & flexible hours
Meet people and have fun
Don't miss out!
Call Matt @ 407-896-4095
E-Commerce
Flexibility and Income
Internet-based business
www.executive7.mybigplanetusa.com
Click on opportunity

$$WANT SOME $$
AMAZING GROWTH POTENTIAL IN A
MULTI-MILLION DOLLAR COMPANY!
CALL-TODAY! CAROLYN HOPPER

407-896-4095

,

Business
Opportunitv
World's fastest growing
industries offers opportunity
to work from home
by phone/internet.

Polenlial Monlhtv Earnings:
PT Hrs- $500 - $1500
FT Hrs - $2000 - $6000

Call: 1-800-214-0051
Help spread the word!
Exciting new wireless data technology!
$9.50/hr & Flexible Schedules. All you need
is an enthusiastic voice, TeleSolutions can
teach you the rest! For phone interview
please call 407-581-3777.
Part-time Stable Assistant needed - in
exchange for Riding call 407-365-9866.

Lab Technician needed for
enviromiiental chemistry lab.
Close to UCF. Need someone either majoring
in a hard science or with coursework in those
fields. We need at least 25 hours per week, up
to fulltime if possible. Very flexible work
schedule to accommodate your classes.
407-382-5742.

.3. Keep abbreviations to a minimum. Make it easy for readers to
understand.
4. Place yourself in the reader's position. Ask what you would like to
know about tbe merchandise for sale. Include infonnation-such as
brand names, color and other specific descriptions.

6 fun sales positions open at Altamonte
Mall and Fashion Square. Average
$7-22/hr. Call 407-897-1146.

407-365-7656
classifieds@UCFfuture.com
One Issue:
One Month:
One Semester:
Bolding:
Large Headline: {9pt)

$6 per ad
$5 per ad
$4 per ad
75¢ extra
75¢ extra

(Charges listed above include an ad
of up to five lines, 30 characters per
line. $1 each additional line).

Bed - Brand new mattress. Full size still in
plastic. Must sell $135. Can deliver.
407-422-8848.
Futon, black iron frame with 8' pad Never
used $195 (407) 354-0069.
-

Female Models Wanted
18 - 25 Years old
Weight: 100 - 120
Height 5 - 5'10"
For Lingerie Photo + Video Portfolio Demo's 407-898-7900
The MONY Group, Inc_ seeks PT
telemarketers. Earn up to $20/hr. Call Dr.
Echols at (407) 849-0560 ext. 1274. •
Ptr Childcare - Altamonte Springs family
'-seeking Ptr childcare for 1112 year old.
Flexible hours. Experience and references
required. Please call 407-522-9803.
Babysitter/Nanny wanted
Mon, Wed, Fri for beautiful 7 month old boy.
UCF area. Please call for more details.
407-737-3098 ask for Hope.
Newday wants you to Rock us into Heaven.
Looking for those with the following talent:
guitar, bass, drums and b-vocals. No religion
necessary. Call Ricky @ 407-277-3344.
Visit: www.newdayonline.com
Fraternities * Sororities * Clubs *
Student Groups
Earn $1,000 - $2,000 this semester with the
easy Campusfundraiser.com three hour
fundraising event. Does not involve credit
card applications. Fundraising dates are
filling quickly, so call today! Contact
Campusfundraiser.com at 888-923-3238 or
visit www.campusfundraiser.com
FUN PROMOTIONAL JOBS
$10/hr to give away cool new products
Promogirl.com
STUDENTS WANTED! UNLIMITED
RESIDUAL INCOME OPPORTUNJTY.
PART-TIME I FULL-TIME. WORK YOUR
OWN HOURS. britexcels@myexcel.com or
843-553-6333 for Orlando interview·

FOR SALE
Bed, orthopedic firm mattress sets with 5 year
warranty. Brand new- Twin $75, Full $95,
Queen $115, King $165. Can deliver
407-354-0069.

Free Cellular Phone
Your choice of AT&T, Cingular or Sprint.
Pre-pay credit card. Call Mike at
321-438-1205 for immediate activation and
free delivery.

FoRRENT

(HOT!) Blk, V6 Autom, Lthr, CDtrape
Sunroof, Spoiler, Dual AirBags ABS,
Premium Sound, 53k $12,405 oho,
407-970-0076.

Ballroom & Latin Dance Instructor Needed.
No exp. necessary. Part-time evenings with
some Saturdays. $10/hr. Possibility of travel +
competitions. Call Joseph at 407-679-6100.

1994 Oldsmobile Cutlass Supreme SL, V-6
mint, condition, clean, four door, automatic,
loaded, leather, burgundy, 77k miles. Asking
$4;900/obo. Call 407-359-8717.

PT/FT Opportunity - Primerica Financial
Services, a subsidiary of Citigroup is looking to hire 4-5 students. High compensation
potential! Set your own hrs. Call Kevin @
1-866-208-3263.

Bed - 1 Absolute Bargain! Queen orthopedic
pillow top mattress set. Brand new. Must sell
$250. Can deliver. 407-422-8848.
1989 Buick Park Avenue, 3.8 ltr. V-6 Auto,
power steering, power windows, power
doors, tilt wheel, cruise control, AM/FM
stereo and cassette player. $1,500 obo.
Runs great. Call Mario at 407-208-1696.

•

2 bedrooms for rent in fully furnished 4/2,
just walking distance from UCF. Lowest rent
around $395 per month, includes utilities and
ethemet. Please call Amy at 407-971-4984.
Roommate wanted to share three bedroom
house 5 miles from UCF. $400.00 month
includes utilities and cable. Call Sandra at
407-977-1051 for information.
Female Roommate Wanted: To share a 2/2
duplex 2 miles from UCF. Must be responsible and willing to help with yard work. $350
month plus half electric. Water, cable, washer
and dryer included. Please call 407-249-3085
for more information.
MENDEL VILLAS APTS.
2 Bedroom/ 2 1/2 bath townhouse w/ garage
$650.00 now available. Within walking
distance to campus.
Arden Villas Apartments
One month free on new leases in November
on 2 x 2 apts! 1,300 sq. fL Prices start at
$893/mo. Off University Blvd. Call
407-382-1 lOO.

SERVICES

IS CHEMISTRY DRIVING YOU
CRAZY? Is it all Greek to you? Thinking of
changing your major? Need a tutor? Call
Virginia at 407-366-6079. Located in Oviedo
- 15 years Experience - Reasonable Rates Flexible Hours - Computer Access.
E-mail TheCbemTutor@aol.com

Let us help you plan your next outing Horseback Riding, River Rides, Hay Rides,
Bonfire Rides, Trail Rides - call
407-365-9866 for more information.

Drowning in debt? We'll help you stop
collection calls, avoid bankruptcy, lower debt
interest rates and consolidate debt into one
payment. For free counseling call
Consumer Debt Counselors at
407-599-0057 ext. 203

HEALTH and WELLNESS PRODUCTS for:
Weight Loss, PMS, Energy, Stress, Sleep,
Nutrition and Mental Focus
Business Opportunities also available. Call
Jen or Joe: 407-320-8033.

SKYDIVING SKYDIVING SKYDIVING
Student and group discounts!!
Florida Skydiving Center
1-800-FREEFALL

ON

Tired of looking like every other Jabroni
you see'? Well, check out bowlingshirt.com
We have what you need to be cool. Bowling
Shirts are sexy, buy one.

Mattress sets for sale - (1) therapeutic pillow
top Queen, still in plastic. Move forces sale.
Originally cost $800.00 will sell for $345.00.
(2) Twin, pillow top set, still in plastic.
Originally cost $550.00 will sell for $250.00.
Call 407-721-3322.

Need exp in PERL, MySQL, PHP in content
management and e-commerce applications.
Part-time. Contact Brian at 407-971-9602.

Cash, Check,
Major Credit Card

merchandise makes it easier for the reader to locate your item for
sale.
2. Always include the price of the item(s) you are selling. 52 percent of
classified readers do not respond to ads that do not include a price.

Valet Parking - Positions starting at $9-$12/hr
are available for friendly, outgoing, motivated
people. Full/Part-time, AM/PM positions
available at upscale hotels in the Downtown
Orlando and D.isney World areas. Please call
(407) 841-7275 Mon-Fri, 9 am - 5 pm or
leave a voice mail message.

WEB SITE PROGRAMMER Pff

Payment Methods

How to Write a Good Classified Ad

CAJIPUS

UCF-CRU
Campus Crusade for Christ
Weekly meetings every Thursday night
7:30 pm in the Pegasus Ball Room
Student Union

DODGE AVENGER ES - 1998
Make $$$ - Low Risk, High Return
by placing ads in local newspapers. For
more information call 407-766-5494.

Deadline
Noon on Friday prior to publication

t. Start your ad with the merchandise you are selling. Starting with the

Make $3,000 + By Christmas.

HELP WANTED

How to J?lace an Ad
By Phone: (407) 365-7656
By :Fax: (407) 977-0019
By Email: classifieds@UCFfuture .com
By Mail: send copy along with check
In Person: (434 & Mitchell Hammock)

. 8100ff

\ Full Reading

Wiii advise you on love, marriage,
business &finance.

Long Distance Services

"Giving Thanks to Farmworkers"
at Crealde School of Art, Winter Park
Friday, Nov. 9, 7-9:00 p.m.
$JO/student, Call Holly (407) 886-515L
Sponsored by: Farmworker Assoc. of FL

c

TO PLACE YOUR CLASSIFIED AD
CALL 407-365-7656
Herpes • EverCLR
Stops Herpes Outbreaks!
96% Succes~ Rate
Free Call: 1-877-EVERCLR
www.stopmyoutbreaks.co.uk

Christian Campus Fellowship
Get connected!!
Tuesdays, SUB 221 7:30 p.m.
www.ccfucf.com 407-971-3155

# l Spring Break Vacations!
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas
& Florida. Book Early & get free
meal plan. Earn cash & Go Free! Now hir·
ing Campus Reps 1-800-234-7007
endlesssummertours.com

UCF-OVEREATERS ANONYMOUS
MEETING - Every Monday Night 5: 15 pm.
in the Cedar Key, Room 223 Student Union.
For Compulsive Overeating, Anorexia, and
Bulemia. www.overeatersanonymous.org
or 1-800-522-2692

. I

Herpes? STD's? Fungus Problem?
Colloidal Silver is the safe, effect!ve, inexpensive answer!
Colloidal silver safely, quickly and permanently eliminates all virus, all bacteria and all
fungus on contact! Whether outside or inside
your body. No known side effects. One quart,
$39.00 pure atomic silver, 50 ppm. The Silver
Lining Co., 100 Baxter St, Hot Springs, AR
· 71913. · pburbutes@iopener.net Distributors
needed.

Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Student Union
(GLBSU)
Meets Tuesdays, 8:00 pm in Student Union
Join us!
http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/-ucfglbsu/

ABC-UCF Associated Builders and
Contractors For Construction Engineers.
Meetings - 2nd & 4th Thursday of the month_
5 pm ENG. II" 181
4.5 cents per minute (cpm), no monthly
fees. Calling card 6.9 cpm, pay monthly,
Dial Around to US and Puerto Rico 4 cpm,
Lowest worldwide rates on prepaid calling
cards 2 cpm to China, 4 cpm Brazil, 27 .8
cpm India. http://aard.itgo.com

Egg Donors Needed
Up to $10,000 Compensation
Attractive, Healthy, Responsible
Women ages 19-30
Red/Blonde/Brunette Hair *
Blue/Green/Hazel Eyes
Asian/Indian/European
Musically/Artistically Gifted
(800) 563-0098 or LovingDonation.com

(

TRAVEL

.

JAPAN I

SUPER AIRFARE/TRY US

IACE TRAVEL
TEL.407-351-9999
Email : floridaopc@earthlink .net

MISC.
<

"
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Why on earth was I so upset when I
saw Felix kissing t hat girl tonight?..

I need an unbiased opinion!..

----..
Someone I can talk to who
can help me sort out my
Innermost feelings ...

I mean .. it s not like I have
1

feelings for him or anything ..
·wefre j ust friends ..

•

Someone whdll be objective

I used to have a crush on him,
l/ut that was like in sixth grade..

and

u nden~tanding ..

..I definitely don't feel '
that way anymore ...
Hmmm .. Maybe I
should talk to Tracy..

But who? ..

I

FELIX

·I

by

Steve
McCain
@2001

.

'

..

-

-

--

.
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Classes
starting soon!
1ffest

2
3

4
5
6/Test
7
8
9

•

------··i
FLORIDA ., / -

10/Test
11

Orlando

Orlando

Rollins College
1000 Holt Avenue

Orlando Kaplan Center
3403 Technological Avenue

Tue 11/20
Tue 11/27
Sun 01/20
Tue 01122
Thu 01124
Sun 01/27
Tue 01/29
Thu 01/31
Sun02/03
Tue 02/05
Thu 02/07

6:00 pm
6:30pm
1:00 pm
6:30pm
6:30 pm
1:00pm
6;30pm
6:30pm
1:00pm
6:30pm
6:30pm

1ffest
2·
3
4

5
6/Test
7

8
9
10/Test
11

Sat 01/12
Mon 01/14
Wed 01/16
Sat 01/19
Wed 01/23
Sat 01/26
Mon 01/28
Wed 01/30
Sat 02/02
Mon 02/04
Wed 02106

~:

CENTER

""'·

CO "'~"' ..

"

t;;iEA""#

2So/o off range balls
with a valid UCF ID
• Custom club making
• Full service club repair
• Golf instructions

10:00am
6:30pm
6:30pm
10:00 am
6:30pm
10:0Dam
6:30pm
6:30pm
10:00am
6:30pm
6:30pm

fran
9 a.rn. to 10 p.rn.
(ten daily

Call or visit us onUne today to enroll!

KAPLAN.
.,

~

¥

(407) 977-1737
320 West Mitchell Hammock
Rd., Orlando, Fl. 32765

1·BOO·KAP·TEST
kaptest.com
AOL keyword: Kaplan
•LSAT is a registered trademark

or the Law School Admission Council.

11SF0042

•
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Ain't sittin' still
BRIANA MIRANDA
STAFF WRITER

the cast interacted with from
in't
Misbehavin'
time to time. Each component
opened last Thursday
of the play worked tog.ether
·
night in Theatre UCF
perfectly to take you right back
taking the audience by storm. It
to the time of Fats Waller.
is an absolutely captivating and
"Aint Misbehavin"' is based
mesmerizing production that
on Waller, who was known for
simply overflows with a cast
wine, woman and music. The
that you won't be able to take
musical, however, was created
· your eyes off of.
to serve more as a tribute to
"Ain't Misbehavin"' first
Wallers
's music than anything
opened Feb. 8, 1978 as a limitelse.
If
you
enjoy lively up-beat
ed-run cabaret act at the
swing
music,
this is without a
Manhattan Theatre Club, and it
doubt the play for you. A defidebuted on Broadway May 9,
nite crowd favorite above all
1978, where it ran for 1,604
else was the number "Find Out
performances. The production
LISA APPLEGATE I CFF
What They Like" performed by
has not only won several
both Miozotti "Mimi" Jimenez
awards including Best Musical
by both.the Outer Critic's Circle and the New York and Mareeko R. Finney. The two women took
Drama Critic's Circle, but also three Tony awards, over the stage and really showed the crowd what
and it was even awarded a Grammy for the origi- they were made of.
With a charming
nal cast.
cast of 10, this
the
From
musical
number
moment · the cast
goes
back
and
comes on stage to
forth showing the
the final curtain
incredible talents
call, no one dared
not only each
look _away. Every
actor, but the talmusical number
ented
crew
was packed with
behind the peroutstanding flavor
formances
as
and
incredible
well. From the
vocals that made
solos to duets and
viewing the play
LISA APPLEGATE I CFF
humor
in
an experience in
itself. The talent from the cast was exceptional, between, the audience was in utter awe for two
but unfortunately would not have been such a suc- hours. The capability of the cast was enough to
cess if it weren't for the live orchestra right on make those who were never interested in theatre
stage the entire time. The setti_ng was just as cap- decide to pick up a new hobby and those who have
_tivating as all the other elements, equipped with always felt the stage was their second home feel
tables and chairs, alcohol and the orchestra that all too familiar.

A

qorr}l (j)Jl!NCP,
Check out our ADULT Classes!

*Hip Hop * Salsa * Tap
* Yoga *Jazz * Swing
* Latin · * Ballet *Pointe
aytime, evening and Weekend classes
10% discount with college ID

Crossword
ACROSS
1 Suitable
4 Serious ·play
9 Brilliance
14 King of France
15 Roof overhang
Hi "Jerry Maguire''
director Cameron
17 Important time
18 Wading bird
19 Rubberbase
20 Farm measures
22 Muscle woe ·
24 ownership
interests
26 Seems
30 Elements of a
· class
33 Tatami
34 Windy
37 Craving
39 Kent's love
40 Play part
42 "A Death in the
Family" author
43 lead-ins
46 Amen
49 Skater Babilonia
50 Singer Clooney
52 Immense
number
54 Dig more
58 Convert into
charged particles
61 Cry of
appreciation
62 Really me~

Waterford Lakjs 'Tow~ Center
781 '}(. Jlafaya 'fraif
Orlanio, 'fl 32828

www.gottadanceonline.com

(407) 380-6620
TheN

AILSclub

3050 Alafaya Trail, suite 1028, Oviedo, Fl. 32765 * (407) 365-1666
( 3/4 mile North of UCF J Mc Culloch Rd, torward Oviedo )
© 2001 Tribune Media Services. Inc

10124/01

All rigl\lt r11serv-.d.

name
11 Destiny

12 Wonderment
13 John Ritter's dad
2i Pencil end
23 Mimicked
25 Fr. holy woman
27 Barcelona

65 Seasonal song
67 Tap gently
buddy
68 Cleanse
28 Fewerand
69 Stiletto or dagger
farther between
70 Citrus cooler
29 Mighty mount
71 " ofGod"
31 A Gershwin
72 Religious factions 32 Periodical
73 Tie the knot
sequence
34 Intense
DOWN
campaign
1 -Quarters
35 Veranda
2 Veranda
36 Up to the 1ime of
3 Small crown
38 Finn's friend
4 Tart ortorte
41 _-o'-shanter
5 Snitch
44 Baltimore birds
6 Rara
45 Anon
7 Thaw
47 Dispirited
8 Of ttie stars
48 Increases from
9 Fall into obscurity
four to 12
·
10 Frasier's last
51 Snips

Professional Facial, Waxing & Nails Care
For Ladies & Gentlemen
Hyour nails set does not look natural, it's not right.
We can fix it, guarantied. You'll be sastified

Please see
answers on
page B-1

* No money to Join
*Membership privilege. Always!

FREE HALLOWEEN DESIGN
(When you buy a full-set)
53 Feudal lord
55 Yellow-fleshed
fruit
56 Get around
57 Paid heed to
59 Westerns writer

Grey

60 Stoltz of
uMask"
62 Figs. expert
63 Obvious toupee
64 Coffee server
66 Frequently, in a
poem

*Get 50% off all services on or B4 your BirthDay*
(Some services required, call or See store for details)

·

(ll(l)(l){J)(l)(J)(J){J)(OO)(l)(O~COO}(b(OO)(j)Q)(.t)(ll<ll

$10.00 OFF EUROPEAN FACIAL
CDCOOXOO)

$ 5.00 OFF WITH THIS AD E.xp.10/3112001

CD(OO)(l)(l)(OO}(OO)((I)

Minimum $15.00 service

O>CDCl)G)«)(OO)(I)

~
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We'ue got spirit, ges we do
CHRISSY FICARA
STAFF WRITER

W

JOE KALEITA

I CFF

hat happens when you
pack the UCF Arena
with
every Greek on
campus,
rowdy
UCF fans, bright
lights, loud music,
hot dancing and a
. little bit of colleg:e
humor? A whole
lot of Knight Spirit
and yet another
successful showing
of Homecoming
Skits.
Knight
Skit
2001 gave our
Fraternities
and
Sororities, along
with other student
organizations, such
as the Baptist College Ministries,
the
Caribbean
Student

Tuesdays are

Association
and
Emerging
Knights, a chance to sho~ what

9 p.m. to 2a.m. - NEVER ACOVER

:'\Jtf .

Best Costume Contest
Specials:
• S1.50 Long necks
• Sl .00 Wells
• $1 .00 lcehouse and Miller Lite Drafts
• Sl .00 MGD Bottles
• $1 .00 Jello Shots and Tooters
• $1 .99 Coronas and Smirnoff Ice

~
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~
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of
the Apes,
Ghostbusters,
Dude, Where 's
my Car, Crouching Tiger, ·
Hidden Dragon, Rocky, Little
Red Riding Hood and various

others helped represent
Knight pride. For those who
missed the action, here is a
short "who's who" of Skit
Knight 2001.
The skits were about
destr.oying the LouisianaMonroe Indians on ~aturday,
what makes UCF the place to
they were made ot The theme be and the occasional mockthis year was movies, and Planet ing of the sometimes-overUCF
Police
protective
Department, all of which was
played out through impressive story lines.
The most popular thing to
see at Skit Knight were the
elaborate dance sequences
that featured not only our
UCF ladies who definitely
knew how to get a crowd on
their feet, but also our UCF
guys who were breaking it
down like nobody 's business.
The second most popular
thing to see at Skit Knight
. 2001: hot "bods." There were
construction workers, body
builders and our very . own UCF Rocky.
As the night moved on,
each skit got bigger and better, showing up the one
before it.
Yet, while the hard work
and dedication of these
groups came out through
their performances, the
judges do have to choose the
skits that stood out amongst
the others . The· winner of the
large group category was The
Baptist College Ministries
with their impressive showing of Crouching Tiger,
Hidden
Dragon,
which
earned itself a standing ovation after the performance.
Also announced were Delta
Delta Delta and Sigma Alpha
Epsilon for having the best
dance sequence in their rendition of Little Red Riding
Hood and for best overall
Greek skit.
"The Tri-Delts and· the .
Zetas definitely made lasting
through the entire four-hour
event worthwhile. The hard
. work everyone put in to show
our UCF spirit really showed
..
tonight," Heather Kuznik
said at the event.
It was a successful night
with yet another showcase of
UCF humor, elaborate props
and costumes and entertaining performances. The UCF
Spirit was loud, proud and
well
represented
at
Homecoming Skit Knight
2001.

First drink FREE for the first 100 guests
$2.00 Pitchers of beer from 9 p.m. to 12 a.m.
Best costume wins $150 in ·cash
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The NEW College Night
•

~/

~

18 and up for ladies
21 and up for g~ys
EVERYONE
ALWAYS
WELCOME!

PROPER DRESS
REQUIRED.
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Lead Stories
In October, Mr. Ade
Ogunjobi, 41, a naturalized
U.S. citizen from Nigeria, filed
papers with the Securities and
Exchange Commission offering to buy General Electric,
General Motors, AOL Time
Warner,
AT&T,
AT&T
Wireless, Hughes Electronics
and Marriott International
(aggregate market capitalization: $650 billion), proposing Unclear on the
to pay shareholders triple the concept
value of their shares. The
- Detrick Washington,
downside: Payment would be
25, was jailed for six
only in shares of Ogunjobi's
days in San Francisco
Toks Inc. (current capitalizain August on a parole
tion: $0), of which Ogunjobi is
violation after he almost
I 00 percent owner and ~ole
single-handedly prevented the
employee. According to the
armed robbery of his concertSEC filing, the acquisitions
promotion business receipts
will capitalize on potential
and possibly saved his own
synergies and will clear the
life. Two robbers had threatway for "aggressive expanened to kill the people in
sions of Toks Inc. into other
Washington's loft if he didn't
industry sectors."
turn over the cash, but
- Dr. Rogerio Lobo, chairman
Washington grabbed one of the
of the ob-gyn department at
guns and shot one robber dead
Columbia Medical School, told
(and another person shot the
reporters in October that he
other
robber
dead).
almost withheld publishing his
Washington
was
jailed
findings (in a current issue of
because, as a parolee, he is prothe prestigious Journal of
hibited from handling guns.
Reproductive
Medicine)
After an investigation, and
because they were so improbacommunity
pressure,
ble. His team found that ranWashington was released.
dom groups of South Korean
In September, Paragon
women had almost double the
Gaming of Las Vegas signed an
success rate with in-vitro fertilagreement to build a casino on
iz_ation if they had been prayed
the land of the Augustine Band
for by a group of Americans
of Cahuilla Mission Indians, in
than if they hadn't been. Lobo
order to take advantage of the
said there was probably some
exemption of tribal land from
variable he had not accounted
state regulation. The entire
for, but he could not imagine
Augustine Band of Cahuilla
what it might be.
Mission consists of Maryann
- The show-business newspaMartin, age 36, and seven kids.
per Variety reported that a
group of big-name Hollywood
writers had been convened in The continuing crisis
early October at the behest of - Switzerland jeopardized its
the U.S. Army to takei advan- renowned reputation for nonta_ge of their creativity in trying controversy in August when it
to predict terrorist scenarios in submitted for world-record
America that might be planned consideration a cherry-spitting
by Osama bin Laden's al- launch of 82 feet, allegedly
Qaida. Among those in atten- beating the old record (held by
dance were the writers of the American Rick "Pellet Gun"
movies "Die Hard" and "Delta Krause of Arizona) of 74 feet.
Force One," but also the writ- (Pellet Gun is married to the
ers of "Grease" and the TV women's champion, Marlene
"Machine Gun" Krause.)
show "MacGyver."
Switzerland's bid is controversial because it uses more-spitNames in the news
ting-friendly pits, plus, in
- Arrested for public urinaSwitzerland, distance includes
tion (Bowling Green, Ohio,
the two-foot follow-through
September): Mr. Joshua Pees.
area, whereas other worldEscaped from the same prison
record spits were measured
for a third time (Saskatoon,
from the point of release.
Saskatchewan, October): Mr.
- In a conference paper delivRichard Slippery. Pleaded
ered in August, Professor
guilty after being caught at
Patricia
Simonet
(Sierra
bank fraud (Pine Ridge Oglala
Nevada College, Lake Tahoe,
Sioux reservation, S.D., July):
Nev.) reported that dogs make
Manuel Fool Head and his
a fourth distinctive sound patwife, Sandra Fool Head. And
tern (besides bark, growl and
in July, the New Jersey
whine): -an idiosyncratic "pant"
Supreme Court reversed the
that is unmistakably joyous
conviction of Andre Johnson
and playful and which is
on drug charges, calling the
observed in such activities as
warrantless search of his aparttearing up a flower bed or
ment illegal; the polic_e had
looking back over his shoulder
broken in, citing an emergency
when he's outrunning his masexc~ption to the warrant
ter at play. Simonet found that
requirement solely on the basis
the "pant" was a series of
that Johnson's street name,
sounds too subtle for most
_Earthquake, made it obvious
humans to pick up in the everythat he is too violent to have to
day commotion, but that when
wait on a warrant.

turbo twin-cylinder riding lawn mower belonging to Carmin Ezzo, 45,
who is crippled (spinal
meningitis) and allegedly
&
SKATE
uses it for mobility when
ACROSS FROM UCF!
he feels the need to get
out and flash neighborshe played the sound for 15 pup- hood women (and, in the latest
pies, all moved immediately t<? a case, to attempt to flee police
toy area and began to frolic.
after flashing). According to
- In July, Sarasota (Fla.) County . police, Ezzo also has a homeSheriff's Deputy Tim Czachur based scheme, too (except that
drove his cruiser to a familiar few fall ~or it anymore), of elicitspot beside South Oxford Drive ing sympathy from women by
in Englewood to take a turn pretending to be injured, and
watching for speeders. The patrol when a woman comes in to help
car immediately rolled into a him, he is nude.
neatly created hole about 5 feet
by 5 feet, which was disguised by
Least competent criminals
someone's having laid palm
-Aug. 30 was a remarkable day
fronds and oak branches across
at
the
Baltimore
Police
it. Said Czachur, "Someone must
Department personnel office.
have been ticketed and got
Edwin V. Gaynor, 21, was filling
upset."
out an application to join the
force when he came to the stanPeople different from us
dard question of whether he'd
- In August, Passaic County ever committed a crime. Gaynor
(NJ.) prosecutors filed a forfei- decided to be candid: Well, yes,
ture action against the Craftsman he had, and he went' into detail
presented by

about a carjacking and two robberies in Texas. The answer drew
the notice of detectives down the
hall, who questioned Gaynor, got
intimate details of the crimes,
called ·police in Texas, found out
that the carjacking was unsolved,
found that Gaynor's details
matched the crime's details, got a
search warrant for Gaynor's ·
home, found lots of relevant evidence, and executed the Texas
arrest warrant. Said Gaynor's
mom, "He always wanted to be (a
cop)."

l.

Update
- Surgeon Brigitte Boisselier
has come a long way since being
mentioned in News of the Weird
in 1998 about her plans to clone
humans (at the then-price of
$200,000 each). Her mission is
still part-spiritual (she's a bishop
in the Raelian religion, which
posits that Earthlings came from
extraterrestrial DNA and which
requires cloning to advance the
species), though she recently shut
down her human-cloning lab in
Ni tr~, W. Va. (funded by a
wealthy former state legislator
who offered $500,000 to have his
dead _infant son re-created, but
who later disavowed the project),
and has been investigated concerning another rumored lab near
Syracuse, N.Y., which the Food
and Drug Administration has
questiqned as possibly violating
federal law.
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Come In and Fill
Up. With Ou_r

th~ Best of .ALLI

PORK

BUSTER
DEAL
One JUMBO Pork Sandwich
with one of our home cookin' style side items
• Potato salad
• Brunswick stew
•Coleslaw
• Baked beans
• Collard Greens
• Corn
• Smoked potatoes
• Sweet potatoes
• Chicken Caesar Salad

and a Large Soft Drink or Iced Tea
1.

Located exactly 5 miles from the campus
in the Uni-Gold Shopping Center
next to Tijauna Flats

Conway's BBQ Express
7622 University Blvd. • Winter Park, FL 32792
Phone:

401.618.5594
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UCF's Student Radio Station

on
Campus Cable Channel 21
on your TV!
,, .

View a Program Schedule at:

WftSC. UCf.edU
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MATT PHIPPS
STAFF WRITER

ont Line Assembly was started as a side project of genius musician, Bill Leeb. Leeb, best known for his work with Skinny Puppy,
has made Front Line Assembly a full-time effort since the mid-80s
by creating such great songs like "Digital Tension Dementia" and "No
Limit" in 1988.
Since then the band has evolved, using heavy edge beats as well as
heavy guitar riffs, which can be heard throughout the album Millennium.
The greatest work at the time was Tactical Neural Implant, which has
been quoted to define industrial music to this day. Their last album
Implode, which came out in 1999, was the last thing we heard from Front
Line Assembly until now. .
Front Line's newest album, Epitaph, is
considered by many to be their best album
to date. I would have to agree with that.
They have truly evolved not only themselves, but the genre of Industrial GothiG as
well. The have combined industrial beats
with trance-like melodies to bring us this
great product.
This is one of the first albums I've listened to in a while that I can actually sit
down and listen to the whole thing. Every song on the album is great,
and the one thing that I contribute to its popularity, at least with me, is
that ~ach song is different. They have done an excellent job o_f switching
style and sound from song to song. The only thing that stays somewhat
static on the album is the voice, but even that aspect is changed by three
or four different distortions on the vocals.
Technically this album is superb. The quality brought to us by Leeb
is extraordinary. I cannot plug this CD enough. For those of you who are
or were a Skinny Puppy fan, check this album out. Also, if you like
Industrial music and/or Gothic again I urge you to listen to this CD.
Some songs to check out from this album are: "insolence," "epitaph,"
"existence" and "everything-must perish." These are just a few of my
favorifes on the album, but as I said, the whole album is great.
Leeb is a musical genius with such genre defining credits l.tke his old
band Skinny Puppy, but now, I think that Front Line Assembly has definitely stole the spot light of Skinny Puppy as the new genre defining
band from industrial ~othic music of this day and age.

R
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*Look (Or The Future's photographers arotntd campus
· snapping photos oC anyone that-catches their eye. We
will al~rnate. male and female "Cuties',. every week. All
you have to do 'is be on campus when they are!

AMANDA ANCES
STAFF WRITER

L

ance Bass and Joey Fatone, most widely known as twofifths of pop phenomenon *NSYNC, make their feature
film debut in the upcoming movie, On the Line.
In this romantic comedy, Bass portrays Kevin Gibbons, a
hopeless romantic who meets the perfect girl on Chicago's L
train. Cursed by his shy nature and lack of confidence, Kevin
can't find the courage to ask Abbey (Emmanuelle Chriqui) for her
name or phone number before they part ways.
Kevin, Rod (Fatone) and their friends plaster Chicago in flyers, hoping to find "the girl." The plan backfires when Kevin
attracts every other female in Chicago except the one he's searching for. Before long, Kevin becomes the most sought after bachelor in the Windy City.
On the Line, which opens on Oct. 26, features an impressive
supporting cast from both film and music, including GQ, David
Foley, Jerry Stiller, Al Green and Richie Sambora. Even with
such a diverse cast, the filmmakers and stars do agree on one
thing wholeheartedly: putting it all on the line for love.
"It's kind of a fun buddy comedy, but it has this really amazing, fairy tale love story at the center of it," director Eric Bross
said. "It's really about going with your gut, about seizing opportunities, about taking the moment and not letting it slip away."
On the Line is greatly driven by music. Producer ·Wendy
Thorlakson describes the film as "a love song come to life." The
movie's soundtrack, On the Line, travels through the themes of
love with a selection of pop, rock, country and R&B songs.
The soundtrack's first track is the ideal album opener.
Performed by the On the Line All-Stars, consisting of Bass,
Fatone, Mandy Moore, BBMak's Christian Bums and True Vibe,
"On the Line" conveys the central theme of the movie in a catchy
pop song. The song combines each singers' individual style to
create a unique sound.
*NSYNC provides two songs on the soundtrack. "That Girl
(Will Never Be Mine)" keeps the group's "dirty pop" vibe alive.
The song has a strong hook and resembles the edgier sounds of
their current album, Celebrity. Co-written by Chris Kirkpatrick,
"Falling" is a soft pop/rock ballad, overflowing with the group's
signature harmony. The only thing that could make the song even
better is having Kirkpatrick sing the lead.
Britney Spears co-wrote her contribution to the soundtrack.
"Let Me Be" incorporates a fresh, raw sound, similar to her current single, "I'm a Slave for You." The lyrics and melody signify
Spears' newfound maturity.
Al Green gives the album a twist with a fast-paced remix of
his classic song "Let's Stay Together." With the majority of his
musical career taking place in the 60s and 70s, the remix allows
Green to introduce himself to a new generation.
On the Line includes two versions of "Ready to Fall."
Meredith Edwards performs the song with that unmistakable
country twang, as it appears on her debut album Reach. "Ready
to Fall" also gives Fatone his overdue solo. Fans will appreciate
hearing Fatone sing lead on this pop ballad, as his deserving
voice is usually hidden in the background of *NSYNC's harmonies. Both singers let their own personalities shine through on
their respective renditiqns.
The soundtrack also includes songs by Vitamin C, BBMak,
Blaque, Robyn, Richie Sambora and others.
On the Line tells a romantic story without employing sappy
songs. It gives an exciting and fun approach to falling in love.
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Do you want to make a
difference in the world?
Social work professionars are uniquely poised to address many of the problems facing our
nation and the world. What's more, the profession is one of the fastest growing, according to
U.S. News and World Report Where else can you make a difference and make a living?

FAU's Master of Social Work program offers:
• Full- and part-time programs to fit your schedule
• Nationally recognized faculty- 95% with doctoral degrees
• Advanced standing program for graduates of CSWEapproved BSW programs
• License eligibility in the State of Florida for graduates

For more information, contact: ehamlin@fau.edu

F L0 RI D_A AT LANT I C UNI VERS I TY
Boca Raton • Dania Beach • Davie • Fort Lauderdale • Jupiter • Port St. Lucie

(561) 297-3245 •www.fau.edu/ssw
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Music too shallow
to drown in
KIM LINDQUIST
STAFF WRITER

M

,

any of us have experienced
heavy rock-induced road
rage. You're sitting in traffic,
a good song comes on the radio, and,
all of a sudden, you have the urge to cut
off everyone in the adjacent lanes and
go about 90 mph.
Drowning Pool is a band that delivers this sentiment with their new
album, Sinner. However, what most
find is that, once the car ride is over and
the CD is now in your home stereo system, the high is soon over. The lyrics
sound annoying and repetitive, and
most of the songs sound the same. You
feel disappointed, cheated and confused. How could something that
sounded so good on the road sound so
bad at home? Thus, we can begin our
discussion of Drowning Pool.
The band's story began when drummer Mike Luce and guitarist C.J. Pierce
joined forces with bassist Stevie
Benton. Together, they searched for a
. suitable front man on the Dallas music
scene. Dave Williams turned out to be
their man. Ni~knamed "Stage" by
Pantera, he changed the path of the
band for the years to come.
The quartet christened themselves
Drowning Pool after Benton realized
that he had lost his virginity while the
movie with the same name played in
the background. One thing led to

another, and their demo tape reached
the ears of Sevendust. Apparently, they
liked what they heard, and the two
bands toured together. Since then,
Drowning Pool has been seen in
Ozzfest and is soon to appear at
WJRR's Fallout 2001 on Oct. 28.
Drowning Pool's single, "Bodies,"
has been getting major airplay in the
last few months. If you have heard this
song at one point or another, guess
what? You've just heard the whole CD.
Many of the songs sound v~ry similar,
almost too similar. That doesn't mean
· the music is bad; just very consistent. ·
As for the lyrics ... well, they leave
much to be desired. For the most part,
they have all the vigor of a kindergarten
nursery rhyme. Granted, "Stage" brings
some awesome power into otherwise
mundane phrases.
This can only take the band so far.
The music is comman~ing, the beats
are heavy, the rhythm consistent, the
vocals are amazing ... and then
Drowning Pool throws crappy lyrics
into the mix.
It is really a shame; they have
everything going for them except the
lyrics. If you can get past this, Sinnner
is a really great listen.

This CD is recommended for:
"Music" people, fans of Static X and
Sevendust and people who want a good
album for road music

This CD is not recommended for:
"Lyrical" people, fans of soft alternative, such as Collective Soul, Live and
Creed and people who want easy listening at home

Grade: C-

Surround Sound
FOREST CRUMPLER
STAFF WRITER

This is a column dedicated to the local
music of Orlando and the surrounding
area.$. ltspurpose is to give you the
readers a peek into what our town has to
offer to the music buff~t and to give you a
little information on the bands you can see
in our own little corner of the world.
Along with my opinion of them, I will also
try to give a little information about their
sound and their performance so that even
if I don't li~e them, you might get an idea
of whether or not you will.

Wellville
I was able to catch two bands this
Wednesday at our local upper-class import
bar, the Back Booth. The first of this double
feature was a local chick-prominent band
called Wellville.
The first thing I noticed upon seeing
them from the bottom 9f my glass was the
attractive Aussie sjnger. A little indie-pop
with a sound that was described by Mark
Stora, a regular Back Booth patron, as "a
scaled down Veruca Salt." I would have to
agree with this comparison to those rock-nroll vixens as I watched Wellville do their
voodoo. All this with a two to one girl/guy
ratio mad~ the band an interesting set to sip
a beer to.
I would recommend Wellville to anyone
who has a thing for female vocalists, and
there are more than you would think, as
well as anyone who likes a mellow rock
that still gets your feet tapping.

Humbert
I had heard Humbert at the Back Booth
once before and was nicely impressed then,
and this visit was no disappointment. Even
though the Back Booth is pretty damn
small, there was a rather large crowd for
this surf r<?ck quartet. I say "surl rock"
because when listening to their music I was
immediately reminded of Weezer in both
lyrics and sound, I happen to be a fan of
Weezer so I was happily surprised when the
set started to gets into its upswing.
As with any band you can tell a lot about
them by their fans and the reactions they
give. The group of drunken frat guys wasn't
too bad except for the one who managed to
dance around what little open space there
was singing, clapping and pointing to a beat
that could have only existed in his head.
Other than that jackass, the crowd was very
intent on soaking up the m1:J.si'c and only got
out of whack when the band members jokingly refused to play "Sarah," which was
heavily requested by all in attendance.
Moving the night along with songs such
as "Killing Laurie'' and the flute song, the
band had a great set up until the . end.
Perhaps I misuse the word end because
there didn't seem to be a definitive one.
Humbert just sort of stopped playing and
invited a friend from another band to jam,
which turned into a solo set of his. At this
point I left the venue and thus ended my
review. I enjoyed Humbert and if you can
find them around, I would suggest that you
check them out.

osa -ucf.edu
Campus
Activities Board

Got talent?
·Get CAB!
WhoWill'he

Mr. UCF 2001?

Office of Student Activities

~

MR. UCF Seholarship Competition!

For more information on events
contact the Office of Student
Stnde~t
Pe~us
Activities at 407-823.:6471 or OefuJJer
24th- CAB Cultutal Arts Theatre Knight: Ain'tMisbehavin', Theatre UCF@7:30pm
stop by the office in SU 208.

Union

Printable calendar

available online !

Ballroom, Oet. 26, 8pm

24th-EmergingKnights "Team Buildingn Session, SUroom218D@6:00pm
25th - CAB Cultural Arts Thw:sday Knight Jive, Sl!, 7pm - 11.pm
26th - CAB Spec. Knights presents 2001 MR. UCF Competition, SU PegasU$ Ballroom @ 8pm
27th - Volunteer UCF Haunted Woods @3:30pm Contactwayne_nguycn@yahoo.comfor more information
27th -Muslim Student Association Fundraising Basketball Tournament, I Oam-5pm .
To sign up, contact Fisrar@hotmait.com
29th - Diversity Week Begins w/ Diversity Breakfast, SU Pegasus Ballroom, 8:00am - lO:OOam
29th - Islam Awareness Week (IAW) Bazaar, sponsored by the Muslim Student Association, SU South Patio, 1
30th - Volunteer U9f Green Ribbon Day> SU South Patio, 11 :OQam - 1:30pm
30th -.Muslim StudentAsso~iation "War At Home and Abroad," Discussion Panel, SU Pegasus Ballroom~ 7pm
30th - CAB Popular Entertainment- Tuesday Knight LIVE - Nick Swardson, SU - Wackadoos @ Spm
31st - Muslim Student Association Movie Night - cosponsored by Campus Activities Board Cinema,
New Engineering Building room 208, 8pm - l lpm
31st- Caribbean Student Association & Korean Student Association-Halloween Fest SU, 9:00pm

lam -4pm

Get Involved!
Funded by the Activity and Service Fee as allocated
by the Student Government Association

Camous Rctiuities

Ad paid for by CAB Public Relations; Putting the ACTIVITY in Campus Activities
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Small eamival, bi~ fun

~
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STAFF WRITER

I

oh what a night

,/

~

RACHEL BRAVERMAN

t wouldn't be much of a Homecoming
Week without a carnival. On Oct. 16, CAB
presented the UCF students with a carnival reminiscent of the ones back home. Right
outside the arena, lights could be seen and
music and laughter could
be heard from 5 - llp.m.
With only four weeks to
create the carnival, senior
Dave Rowland assumed the
task, after a previous director backed out. With the
help of Beth Bart, assistant
of Homecoming Board, the
carnival was put together. Thanks to
Southland Amusements, the carnival retained
an authentic feel, carnival workers included.
The Homecoming carnival has been a tradition for seven years. CAB introduced the
idea "as a way of involving the students
besides the game," Rowland said.
Many students did participate. Last year the number of students attended
was around 4,000. This
year, that number jumped
up to 5,000. Why such a
success? "It's a way to give
back to the students. It's
fun, and it helps students
forget about school and classes for the night,"
Rowland said about the event's success.
With free rides, students could be entertained for hours without money worries. All of
the basic components of a good carnival were
there, like the looming Ferris Wheel. For

~

~
~

DAVID TAYLOR

some good clean fun, ~
Star' Streak was a great
ride. It felt like two rides in one
when it flung students backward after careening them forward. Alien Attack and the
Swings were also mustrides. For the strong of
stomach there was
Round Up, spinning its
passengers so fast their
faces became a blur.
The Bounce House and
the Super Slide were
JOE KALEITA I CFF
good ways to release
the inner-child.
Game and food booths abounded were
everywhere to help complete the carnival
experience. Cotton candy, funnel cakes and
many other traditional sweets were sold. At
the prize booths, an array of stuffed animals
could be won. However, those were not the
oilfy prizes. At designated hours, CAB gave
away their own prizes:
Homecoming t-shirts
and beads. Crowds
formed and hands were
high
as
students
JOE KALEITA I CFF
attempted to catch the
treats being thrown.
The vertically challenged had a somewhat
more difficult time getting anything.
At the end of the night, some left with
prizes, some didn't. But all left with money in
their pockets and fond memories of another
successful Homecoming Carnival.

STAFF WRl1'ER

On Oct 15, the Campus Activities
Board once again turned tJ;ie reflecting
pond into an outdoor theater to kick
off Homecoming week.
At about this time last year, CAB
showed Sleepy Hollow at the reflecting pond. Posters could be seen advertising the event several days in
advance. However, this time around
CAB chose to keep the identity of tbe
film hidden, just callin-g it "Mystery
Movie Knight."
CAB had a number of choices,
ranging from the more recent films'
like American Pie 2 and Jurassic Park ·
3 to older movies like Revenge of the
Nerds and the film that was unfairly
overlooked by the Academy, Army of
Darkness. Given all these choices,
CAB chose to show The Mummy
Returns, last summer's big-budget
sequel that actually owes a lot t-0

Anny.
This decision was made for a vari-

ety of· reasons. According to the
Cinema Director of CAB Kevin Jolly,
CAB cannot show R-rated films in an
outdoor setting due to•public indecency issues. There is too good a chance
that those under.,.age aud.ience members will see the films and all t~eir
naughtiness. Then again, last year
Sleepy Hollow was shown, an R-rated
film that contained more decapitations

than the French. Revolution, so who
knows. Another factor that influenced
the choice was availability. The distributor CAB goes through, Swank
Motion Pictures, had a certain number
of titles readily available.
As for the event itself, people started gathering on the "grassy knoll" in
front of the library at about 7:30 p.m.
It was extremely crowded, seemingly
even more so than last year. A quick
glance into the crowd revealed that
certain individuals had brought their
couches and furniture outside to sit on.
The· movie began at 8 p.m., and the
crowd's reaction to the title shown
was a mixed one. After seeing that The
Mummy Returns was being shown,
largely a much-maligned film from
last summer, many people began to
leave in disappointment.
One attendee, Sean Barnett, told
The Future that he was not impressed
. by the selection, and he had been
. expecting a comedy.
Granted, no matter where or what
one shows, there will be a couple of
walkouts, but this was quite a few
people. One group present decided to
go rent a video instead. Despite all
this. a good number of people still
stayed to watch the film, or at worst
give it the good-old "Mystery Science
Theater 3000" treatment.

.

OCT 24-0CT 30
i Knights Roundtable @ Beef O'Brady's>7-8p

l Emerging Knights."Teambuilding Session" @SU Rm :
i

218D>7p

'

! CAB Theatre Knight-"Aint Misbehavin" @Theatre

TJ.Jb. QJl2.b. F012. INF012.tv1ATION Db.PR.IVATION

I UCF>7:30p
! FREE Yoga @SU Garden Key 221AB>7-8:30p
1

DIVERSITY WEEK
Diversity Breakfast @SU Pegasus Ballroom>8-1 Oa
Diversity Activities ALL WEEK, check out
http://diversity.ucf.edu
FREE Yoga @SU Garden Key 221AB>7-8:30p
Learn Tai Chi@Stone Soup Collective>6:30-7:30p
RTNDA Job/Internship Fair @Pegasus Ballroom>7-9p

WUCF Jazz Concert @SU South Patio>8-5p

- o - t e_am ~~~i~m~nt@SU Pation>12-1p

;Thursday Knight Jive @ SU>7-11 p
Karate Class @SU Garden Key 221AB> 7:30-9p
_:Conversation Hour-Meet International Students@CMMSI
·
Portable>12-2p
·
----·---···---·-··---..------ _____ _
"Four Printmakers"-Art Show @VCC East>8:30a-4:30p , - - - - ·----,"Caffeine-The HalloweenSpecial"@iMPACTE!>8p
Green Ribbon Day@SU Patio>11a-1:30p
Disney Martial Arts Festival@ Wide World Of
i
Tuesday Knight Live Comedian, Nick Swardson

'Karate ~==~~~·~:~\vest

-:~°-~:~~~-Sister Hazel @HOB>9p
Junior Jousters Volleyball Clinic@ UCF Arena >4-5p
Mr. UCF Pageant @SU Pegasus Ballroom>8p
Environ. Society Fall Festival @Arboretum>10a-5p ,
Rec Fest@ Lk Claire>4-11 p
!
: Jeremiah's Place-Coffeehouse @Wired Cafe>8p-12a I
; "Dirigibles"-Comedy Show@iMPACTE! Theatre>10p !

-!~~~~~~~~;~~~~~~~:::_

218C>7:30-9p
Resume & Cover Letter Workshop @SRC 7F>10:30a
"Caffeine-The Halloween Special" @iMPACTE!>8p
: Magic v. Toronto @TD Waterhouse> 7:30p
-·
M.e
. nto.r HS Stud.ents>surina@neatoweb.com

___:

--------------------------

··· -· -·· :· - ·- ~ -

Get

TWb. ~NNy every week in

---
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CAN'T FIND YOUR CLUB'S EVENT?
The Skinny promotes any UCF club
or organization, as well as local
bands and other local talent.
Visit us online and submit your event.

&2.U

blve
O-Rock
Mystery

FUTURE
---

Promote your
event for FREE!

,..

•;lilrS

THE central florida

ShOW
HEADUGHTZ SigEP Ni{I

Matrix- Coffege Ni , ·

De)a!)!y)'.. Open
nigh~

Happy Hr 11p-

Bar'Otlinds>- Kick ·/lrs ·

\V _,.,.......................

fl2.I

Tabb" Mt. & Mrs. College<~\tlf~A
tt-~~3t4~:'1~C1ty DJ's
i!:lCg'JIF>th-· ~yngZeros
SAVINGS BOND
De.vanev's ... 25 Wings for $6.95. C()Ors Knlgg)ghts t PJ. J.tove
HBve:ANfce Daycare - College
·
Light$4 pitchers

Night .·

.
Sapbhlre -Ptiat NJazzy, Ladles ffe

.!fl 11p

For more specific event information or to submit your own event v1s1t

.
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T
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•

THE ·

MUSIC

.A S A

WEAPON
TOUR

WJRR FALLOUT 2001

. ~',.HIJSlC AS A YEAl'ON TOlIR"
:, ·::_c:·~· '

; :·',· ·; l_~' . -_ : ·· - : ~

WHEN:

WHERE: ·

Sunday, October 28th : Tinker Field, 287
Gates open at 1 p.m. Tampa Ave.
by the Citrus Bowl

HOW MUCH:
On sale NOW! $20 in advance
or $25 the day of the show (plus service
charge). Available at any TicketMaster
outlet,
ticketmaster.com or by
calling (407) 839-3900
Ages 12 and up welcome!

~/
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Although
~
Dixon
also !.,.,.1
said he was ~ 1
~9
glad
they ~
played Omaha ~
heir music was
Stylee," a homage to their
loud, angry and
hometown, I can't say that I
vaguely entertainan agree. I thought Omaha .stylee was
to
ing. However, I have to
,.,
acoustic,
their worst tune, although I absolutely loved "Amber,"
admit that I was more enter''Who's got the herb?" and "Champagne," a song in
softer
tune.
tained by the bass player's
er-'~
which
soap machines from the stage filled the air with a
By
the
unusually bouncy corkscrew
. ··
~
~\.-'
steady
stream of bubbles.
~ime 311
curls than I was by their music.
Sophomore political science major Matt Verberg said
took
the
I'm sure that I might have
\\\lo~~
stage, the Arena was he was happy that they played "Use of Time" because
liked Deroot if I was more into
·
"L\~~"f.,~ ~-rbR
packed. As everyone on the floor they rarely play it.. at live shows.
s-r~
the hardcore scene; "Maybe I'll
During the song "Applied Science," 311 's drummer
strained to get closer to the band, my spot at
Find Love After I Die" had cool
the front of the stage began to make me feel like a did a drum solo and the other four band guys all played
guitar work, and "How Do You
canned sardine.
However, I stood my ground. oversized floor toms (a type of waist-high drum). It was
Like Me Now" was a fierce,
Unfortunately, so did everyone else around me, and we one of the most hypnotic and original moves that I've
intensely vengeful song.
ever seen done at a concert.
A couple ·of things about Deroot struck me as strange, stayed smushed up against on~ another for
Verberg, a member of the UCF drum line, said that
however. First, they made use of a synthesizer to play the entire concert, the rank scent of body
Chad Sexton, 311 's drummer, came to their drum-line
their prerecorded voices when no one on stage was odor mingling with the smell of the
incense that a 311 roadie taped to the
practice Thursday and worked with them. Verberg
singing, which was a little unnerving.
said, "The drummer used to be in a drum line in
Second, the band apparently has a local following of speaker in front of us.
(Here's a tip for all of you UCF
college, and he came out and said 'What's
about a dozen angry young men who wear black t-shirts
In
the
future,
you
concertgoers:
up' to the UCF drum line and played
emblazoned with "Deroot Dance Squad." This would be
might
want
to
try
wearing
on a drum with us and everything.
fine except for the fact that these boys like to stomp
It was awesome."
around in a big circle and beat each other up while deodorant at concerts. The
From another
Deroot is playing, which was by far the weirdest phe- people standing around you
musician's perspecnomenon . that I have ever encountered in the UCF will appreciate it.)
Toward the begintive, junior forenArena.
sic science major
The second band to play was Onesidezero, composed ning of the concert,
Kevin Hauesser said,
of five guys from L.A. The singer, Jasan Radford, wore many of the people
"The bass player, P-nut,
a backward red baseball hat and sported a goatee and tat- from the upper levels
did a great job of holding
tooed arms. Based upon this, my first judgment was: managed to squeeze past the
watchful eyes of the event staff
looks like Fred Durst, sounds like Lincoln Park.
down the foundation of the
song without showing off,
As their show progressed, Onesidezero soon proved and rush the downstairs level, so
but you could tell he definitely
themselves to be much better that I had originally given many of them also got the opportunity to
see the concert from the floor.
had the talent to just blow everythem credit for. They were older guys. who played
Although my previous exposure to 311 's
.;0~ <t
one away.
I was highly
extremely smoothly together, and they had a humble,
music had been purely through the_radio (and a.
impressed."
confident air that left Deroot's inflated egos in the
brief appearance at the Warped Tour), I have to
The lead guitar player had a multi~
dust.
admit that this concert brought my opinion of
colored Mohawk and was extremely fun
Radford took his energy from
them to an entirely new level. Their brand
to watch, as was the dark-haired vocalist
audience, running up and down the
of reggae-flavored rock is unique and named SA, who kept up an energetic little "happy
aisles, shaking hands and even
creative, and the band's performance dance" the entire time that they were performing.
leaping into the crowd and
energy was absolutely intoxicating.
There was a lot of crowd surfing going on at the consinging while crowd
Unlike the opening bands' songs cert. In fact, most of the crowd surfers were either girls
surfing. He also
of angst and pain, the music of or IQ-year-ohl boys. This was fine, except for when I
made good
311 stayed positive.
Ryan had to pass the same kids over my head over and over,
use of all
Dixon, a freshman computer which got a little annoying.
of his perscience
major,
said,
Nick Hexum, the blond lead singer, crowd-surfed
formance
c,i.i.
"They're all about positivi- briefly near the end of the concert, pleasing the crowd.
space
by
\
j.\~l'>
ty. In fact, they are the one
The only half-complaint I heard all night was from
singing on the
~ ~\'>\; true antithesis to all of the popular freshman computer science major Aaron Millner, who
platform in (root of
bands that promote negativity."
said, "I wish they would have played more of the
the stage.
When 311 came back onstage after pretend- Transistor album, because most people haven't heard it.
Radford had
ing to finish the concert, they played "I'll Be Everyone's heard all the stuff they play on MTV, but 311
incredible control over
Here
Awhile," a soothing, lullabyish tune that the has a lot of really good stuff that half. of these people
his vocals, retaining the
as "a song about staying positive in have never heard of."
singer
introduced
unique ability to sing softly
Dixon said, "I hope all of these people wake up and
times of crisis, making reference to the recent Sept.11
one minute and be screaming
tragedy.
start buying 311 CDs!"
his head off the next. One par-

This years Homecoming concert featured 311 and
started at about 8 p.m. in the UCF Arena. Deroot, a
local 3-piece power trio, kicked things off

ticular song called
"Feel So Alive"
demonstrated
this; it shifted
easily from a
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Little or no deposit!

Call Anywhere in the US An
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(free nationwide
roaming and
long distance)
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500 whenever
minutes,
Unlimited
Weekends!!
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Battery
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Casselberry /Winter Park
Corner of 436
and 17-92

Orlando
Fashion Square Moll'
Upstairs by JC Penney

Poinciana
859 Cypress Pkwy.
In the new Publix Plaza

Hunters Creek/Kissimmee
John Young &Town Or Blvd
Winn Dixie Plaza

Longwood/Altamonte
1/8 of a mile north of 436 on
434 in the Jamestown Plaza

407-830-8030

407-898-7080

407-932-1331

407-447-1550

407-772-2022

Additional restrictions may apply. Limited time offer. Offer subject to change without notice. See your VS Service Agreement for all other applicable terms and conditions. VoiceStream
is a registered trademark of the VoiceStream Wireless Corporation. T-Mobile is a registered trademark of Deutsche Telekom AG.
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UTAH STATE

•
COMMENTARY

..
DAVID MARSTERS
STAFF WRITER

UCF takes on Utah State in a

battle ofup-and-coming
Division I-A Independents

•

CHRIS BERNHARDT

•

STAFF WRITER

Ever get that deja vu feeling? You start
to watch something and suddenly this feeling comes over you, as if you seen this all
before.
Well if you tune into the UCF football
team's game at Utah ,State this weekend,
you might just find yourself feeling that
way. The Aggies, a fellow I-A independent
just trying to make their way. up the NCAA
food chain, sport a team and a situation that
are sure to conjure up memories of UCF's
recent football past.
Utah State will bring a seemingly dis-.
mal 1-5 record into their game this Saturday
against UCF but, as is the case for the
Knights now and in years past, their record
is deceiving. Three of the Aggies' losses
have come at the hands of teams that are or
were at the time in the national rankings.
This incJudes a 31-14 defeat to then 16th-

•

Utah State
presents a
dangerous
situation

Senior
linebacker
Willie Davis
(right) and the
UCF football
team have had
a lot to
celebrate about
recently,
winning three
coosecutive

JOE KALEITA

I CFF

ranked LSU and a 38-21 home loss to No. 6 types of teams were playing and. that we
Oregon. More recently a 54-34 loss at 18th- don't have a lot of margin for error. I'm
ranked BYU in which the Aggies held a 34- really proud of the way that they have been
21 lead in the third quarter helps show the able to come back every week and not lose
marked improvement the team has made as focus. and not waste a lot of time thinking
the season has gone on. Over the last three 'what could've' or ·what should've,"'
games, they've averaged 32.3 points per Coach Mick Dennehy told the Utah State
game, up from 16.5 in the first two contests. .athletics website. "I think they've done a
They've also scored 13 touchdowns com- good job of learning week to week from
pared to three and committed only four mistakes that we've made."
turnovers against nine.
PLEASE SEE Utah oN B-4
"I think our players understand the

Beware of the Utah State
Aggies.
Don't laugh. I'm serious.
Saturday's game in Logan, Utah
could be a very difficult game to
win.
Yes, Utah State is 1-5, and its
only win came against a I-AA
opponent. But before you pass
judgement on the losing record,
take a look at the schedule. The
Aggies have lost three games to .
Top-25 teams, and even held a second-half lead against BYU. Sound
familiar? Just a few weeks ago,
UCF was 1-3 with losses to three
nationally-ranked teams, but most
Golden Knight fans were pretty
sure their team was better than the
record indicated.
PLEASE SEE

"'

Snow

ON

B-6

Injury bug bites linebacking corps hard
•

CHRIS BERNHARDT

.•

Call it the Outside Linebacker Ankle
Curse.
Starting at the position against
UL-Monroe Saturday, Chris
Pilinko stepped in front of an
Andy Chance pass at Indians
29 yard line and $3W nothing but green for miles. For about
25 of those yards he would go
untouched, beating one last tackler
on his way to the end zone.
Touchdown UCF; Beorlegui with the
extra point.
Cannon goes boom, crowd goes wild.
But the reason the backup linebacker
was even in the game to make such a play
was not so great. A middle linebacker by
trade, Pilinko was starting at outside linebacker for the first time in his college
career. He was . taking the place of
freshman Gerren Bray, who injured
his ankle last week against Liberty.
Bray was starting in place senior
Elliott Shorter, who suffered his
own ankle injury the week prior
against UAB.
Pilinko's interception return gave the
Knights a 21-0 lead, and the junior soon
found himself on the bench. But it wasn't
because UCF was in full control of their

~

STAFF WRITER

.

JOE KALEITA

I CFF

Junior Chris Pilinko started at outside linebacker against Louisiana-Monroe, but had to leave the
game because of a leh ankle injury.
)

homecoming sacrificial lambs. He too was
hobbled by an ankle injury, walking with a
considerable limp after the game.
"I'm not real sure (about
playing against Utah
State
Saturday),"
Pilinko said. "Our
trainers are great,
they'll do everything
they can. I'll just listen
to them and we'll see."
Three games, three
outside linebackers.
Clearly this is a disturbing trend that's
Pilinko
testing the ability of
UCF's depth. Pilinko wasn't even on the
depth chart at that position and hadn't gotten any time there .since high school prior
to last week. Nevertheless he went out and
performed admirably, making two tackles
in addition to his interception return before
leaving with his injury. It was just his second start of the season, the first coming at
middle linebacker against Tulane.
"It's just a little different playing outside, you're not really in the middle of the
field. You're kind of out on the receiver a
lot," Pilinko said of the different position ..
The injuries at linebacker have not
been limited to the ankle either. Reserve
PLEASE SEE

Freshman ON B-9
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UCF Statistical leaders:

6AME 7
Offensiue Player of the Week

Ryan
Schneider

..._ _ _ ._-_ ......

, YO¢<'

.}iN-L"""""""'"-"-·'

~-

Passing: Schneider 28-39. 335 yards. 3 TDs. I INT
Rushing : Baker 6 carries. 20 yards
Rccehing: Gabriel 7 receptions. 142 yards, 2 TDs

_,,,,,,__,,.,.__,,_.r,--="4•·-'--·-~

UCF tops UL-Monroe for second 1

straight Homecoming blowou~

The sophomore quarterback completed 28
of his 39 passes for
335 yards and three
touchdowns, and also
scored another touchdown on the ground.

I

Defensiue Player of the Week

Chris
·Pilinko

up one spot on the Golden Knights'
career passing yardage list. Last week,
Schneider passed Vic Penn for sixth
place, and this week, he moved ahead of
Shane Willis into fifth place. Schneider
completed 28 of 39 passes for 335 yards,
the fourth-highest amount of his career
and the sixth time in 14 career starts that
Schneider has thrown for over 300
yards. He now has 4,208 career passing
yards, 649 of which have come against
Louisiana-Monroe. With the 28 completions, Schneider also moved closer to
Penn on the UCF career completions
list. Schneider now has 313 career completions, trailing Penn's 329 by 16.

Interception barrage

The junior linebacker
made the second start
of his career, and
returned an interception 29 yards for a
touchdown in the first
quarter.
ANDRE BAEUCAGE

Inside the numbers

I CFF

Senior Terrance.Williams made his second consecutive start as tailback, but was more of a
factor in the passing game than in the running game. He had six catches for S8 yards.

1
Number of touchdowns the UCF defense
has allowed in the last three games.

KRISTY SHONKA
STAFF WRITER

~

3
Number of times the UCF defense intercepted Louisiana-Monroe quarterback
Andy Chance.

118
Number of combined rushing yards by
UCF and Louisiana-Monroe in the game.

23,001
The announced attendance at the game. It
was the fewest number of fans to attend a
UCF Homecoming game since 1996.

Game notes

Doug Gabriel caught two
touchdown passes for the sec- ~
ond week in .a row as UCF
~
beat Louisiana-Monroe 38-6 t.._......_
'
Saturday at the Florida ~
Citrus Bowl.
~
The win was UCF's ~
seventh .
straight C
)
Homecoming
victory, •
aa
including last year's_55-0 ; ; ; .
win
over
LouisianaMonroe.
The
Golden ~
Knights improve to 4-3 after ~
an undefeated three-game
home stand.
Ryan Schneider went 28-39 for
335 yards, three touchdown passes and
an interception. He also ran for a
Travis Fisher intercepted a pass
touchdown. Gabriel led all receivers
from UL-Monroe quarterback Andy ·
with seven catches for 142 yards.
Javier Beorlegui hit a 19-yard Chance on the third play of the game,
field goal with 5:53 left in the second which led to UCF's first score- a 25quarter to put UCF up 24-6 at the half. yard touchdown pass from Schneider
Tavirus Davis scored the Golden to Gabriel. Junior Chris Pilinko ran an
Knights' final points of the game on a interception back 29 yards for a touchnine-yard touchdown catch with 29 down six minutes later. Freshman
Atari Bigby intercepted Chance to end '.
seconds left in the third quarter.
The Golden Knights only ran the the Indians' final drive.
"The defense played well,"
ball 21 times, ·15 of which came in the
Kruczek said. "We knew we matched
second half.
UCF head coach Mike Kruczek up well with what they do. Our defense
was able to rest tailback Alex Haynes sees those couple of formations they
for another game because he did not showed all the time from (our offense).
rely on the running game. Haynes suf- Our defensive staff does a great job of
game planning and putting our kids in
fered a hip pointer against UAB.
"(Louisiana-Monroe) came into position to make plays. They're very
the game defensively blitzing every thorough _in what they do."
Louisiana-Monroe managed just
play," Kruczek said. "They were going
to zone blitz or man blitz every play. twQ field goals against a tough UCF
That's the reason why we didn't run defense. The first field goal came on
an eight play, 64-yard drive in the first
it."
quarter.
The second came following a
Defensively, UCF held the Indians
41-:yard
return on an interception by
· to 244 yards and no touchdowns. The
A.J.
Bocard.
Golden Knights' defense has only
"It's easy to win football games
allowed one touchdown and 13 points
when
the other team doesn't score
at the Citrus Bowl this year. Freshman
Rashad Jeanty and senior Ricot Joseph
PLEASE SEE UCF ONB-6
each recorded a sack.

After intercepting only one pass in
the first six games of the season, the
UCF defense came up with three interceptions of Louisiana-Monroe quarterback Andy Chance. On LouisianaMonroe's first drive of the game, senior
cornerback Travis Fisher picked off
Chance at the ULM 36-yard line, setting
up the Golden Knights' first touchdown
of the game. Later in the first quarter,
outside linebacker Chris Pilinko intercepted a Chance pass and returned it 29
yards for a touchdown, UCF's second
defensive touchdown of the season. And
on Louisiana-Monroe's final possession
of the game, redshirt freshman safety
Atari Bigby made a diving catch of a
tipped pass for his first career interception.
"I was a little bit disappointed that
we only had one interception going into
the seventh game of the season, but it
was gratifying to see that we came up
with three today," UCF Coach Mike
Kruczek said.

Schneider-to-Gabriel
connection potent once again
UCF wide receiver Doug Gabriel
continued to make his catches count,
scoring touchdowns on UCF's first two
possessions of the game. The first touchPLEASE SEE

Game notes ON B-8

I
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Schneider

Schneider moves up in
record books again
For the second consecutive week,
UCF quarterback Ryan Schneider moved

JOE KALEITA

Gabriel

I CFF
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Senior free
safety Ricot
Joseph has
started games in
three different
seasons for UCF,
and is second on
the tea~ in
tackles this year.

Try our NEW Mahi-Ma 1·
fish Sandwich .$L99l
611wo oa·BucKENED O~ll U

•

•

JOE KALEITA /

CFF

Joseph an unsung hero
of the UCF defense

6oz Fillet on aFresh Kaiser with lettuce, tomato~ fries &pickle
• Come watch Football on .the
816 SCREEN with stereo sound!
• Wire less Internet on the Patio!!
• Largest to-go Soda on campus32 oz only 99~ !!·

5 AU you can
Play Pool!
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Groll &l\rew
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10pm-l2am

Phone

JOE MANZO

82-1905 •

In the UCF Student Union

BEAT UTAH
octob0{ 21,
.
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200'\.

utan state

•

Spirit
merchandise,
sports items,
tailgating supplies,
and so much more·!
Find it all at your
UCF BOOKSTORE.

UCF Bookstore
4000 Central Florida Blvd.
Orlando, Florida 32816
Phone (407) 823-2665

B'C)Okstore

.
http://www.bkstore.com/ucf/
•}

Your On-campus Store

The UCF defense has been superb this year, giving up just 13
points in their first three home games. Much of the credit has gone to
linebacker Titn Rodriguez, defensive end Elton Patterson and a few
others. While these players deserve the credit they have received, more
should be given to free safety Ricot Joseph.
"[Joseph]'s a leader on the defense," said UCF defensive coordinator Gene Chizik. "He does a great job. He's very intelligent and
knows the defense inside and out. He makes adjustments out there, and
he doesn't get enough credit."
Getting more recognition does not really matter to Joseph though,
a5 long as the defense continues
to play well.
"As long as the coaches know
I'm working hard, and what I'm
doing out there is beneficial to
the team, I don't really worry
about the media hype," said
Joseph.
Joseph's play has without a
doubt been beneficial to the·
team. He is third on the team in
tackles and solo tackles, and got
his first sack of the season in the
Golden Knights' 38-6 win over
Louisiana-Monroe on Saturday.
Good play from Joseph, however, is no¢.ing new. He is a threeyear starter and has been as consistent as any player on UCF's
defense.
Last year, Joseph was second
among UCF defensive backs
with 74 tackles, 51 of which
were solo. He also had two
interceptions, seven passes
deflected and a blocked punt.
More irnportantly1 Joseph came
-RICOT JOSEPH up big in UCF's big games.
Joseph had a combined 25 tackles against Virginia Tech and Georgia Tech, the Golden Knights' two
best opponents last year.
The same was true in his first year as a starter in '99. Joseph had
his biggest games against Florida, Georgia, and Georgia Tech, recording 17 tackles in those games. He also had a team- record three
blocked punts that year, two of which were returned for touchdowns.
The 6-foot, 190 pound senior originally came to UCF as a walk
on in 1997. His only scholarship offer came-from Alcorn State, a
Division I-AA school.
"I didn't want to play Division I-AA," said Joseph. "I wanted to
play with the big boys. That's why I came here."
That decision was the right one. Joseph has not only proven that
he can play with the ''big boys" but in some cases he can dominate
them. So much so that many believe he has a legitimate shot at making an NFL team.
"He's got a chance for sure," said Chizik. "~e'll get into camp
and he can really shock some people."
· At just 190 pounds, some feel that Joseph may be too undersized
to be an NFL safety. He does have the physical asset~ to possibly move
to comerback after graduating from UCF. Joseph runs a 4.42 in the
forty and has a vertical leap of 39.5 inches. However, Chizik does not
feel that the move will be necessary.
"That I don't know," said Chizik on whether or not Joseph will
'
have to change positions. ''I think tie's more of a safety."

I didn't
want to
play
Division
I-AA," said.
Joseph. "I
wanted to
play with
the big
boys.
That's why I
came

her~.''
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Utah State walk-on receiver leads nation in receptions
FROM PAGE
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The Aggies style of play also
closely resembles that of the
Knights over the past several seasons. Under the guide of Dennehy,
a former offensive coordinator at
Montana, they've built a team that
relies strongly on its ability to put
points on the board. U tab State
ranks 28th nationally in total
offense, while just I 14th in total
defense.

Jose Fuentes
In particular, the Aggies have
found great success with their
passing attack, ranked 21st in the
nation. They've averaged an
impressive 280.8 yards per game,
led by quarterback Jose Fuentes.
At 6-foot-3, he's a typical dropback passer with great accuracy,

completing almost 59 percent of
his passes. He's also thrown 10
touchdowns, but has had turnover
problems with 11 interceptions.
His favorite target is an
exceptional
walk-on
that's
become one the nations leading
receivers. Junior Kevin Curtis
hadn't played a game of football
since 1997 while at Snow Junior
College, but upon transferring to
Utah State has put up some eyepopping numbers. His averages
for receptions (10.60) and yards
( 137) are tops in the country. In
addition,
sophomore
Chris
Stallworth has caught 19 passes
and two touchdowns while junior
Gary Coleman has shown everybody what's happening with 16
and one score.
But the Fuentes passes have
not been limited to the receivers.
Tailback Emmett White is the
team's second leading receiver
with 22 catches. The senior has
given the offense balance, gaining
695 on the ground for a 5.8 average per carry. He's found the end
zone seven times, six by way of
rush. Tight end J.R. Suguturaga
has also been a valuable weapon,
catching 11 passes.
The offensive line, alwaysunsung heroes in any high-powered offense, · bring much experience to the trenches. It sports three

seniors; guards Jess Schuck ~d
Jim Walker and center Ed Powell,
as well as junior left tackle Jim
Newton. Only freshman Brenen
Burningham is a fresh face at right
tackle. They've allowed only six
sacks on the season and have
clearly had success run blocking
as well.
As evident in their increased
point total, the offense is clearly
improving. The total yardage has
grown by leads and bounds, 484
in the last three games to 313.5 in
the first two.
"Generally I think we did the
things we wanted to and needed to
do (against BYU) to move the
football and get it in the end zone,
with the exception of the four
turnovers," Dennehy said. "We
continue to turn the ball over, it
makes it very, very difficult
against the teams that were playing."
On defense, success hasn't
been nearly as abundant. Though
they've allowed just one passing
touchdown this year, they allowed
15 on the ground. Opponents are
averaging 37 .8 points and running
for an incredible 240.4 yards.
Perhaps the lone defensive
bright spot is right end Nick
Onaindia. The senior leads the
team with three sacks and is third
with 36 tackles. But the defensive

2S0/o off range balls
with a valid UCF ID
• Custom club making
• Full service club repair
• Golf instructions

~daily

fran
9 a.m. to 10 p.m.
(407) 977-1737
320 West Mitchell Hammock
Rd., Orlando, Fl. 32765

line has achieved little else. Senior
Ryan Duncan, starting at left end,
has contributed just 16 tackles and
recovered a fumble. The Aggies
are severely inexperienced ar
tackle and it shows. Sophomore
Jorge Tapia and freshman Ronald
Tupea have combined for just 15
tackles and nothing else.
At linebacker, Jesse Busta
leads the team in tackles with 46.
The junior is joined by senior
Tony Newson and sophomore
Rodney Wilson. Newson has
recorded 33 tackles, while Wilson
has 18 and a sack. Combined
though, the unit has made 11 tackles for a loss.
The passing defense is only
slightly better, giving up 272.6
yards per game. Yet the Aggies are
experienced at defensive back.
Senior Tony Walker and junior
Ade Jimoh start at comerback.
Walker has made 31 tackles and
broken up three passes. Jimoh has
13 and one. At safety, ·senior
Nathan Barber has the team's lone
interception while Glasper leads
in the group with 38 tackles and .
two forced fumbles.
"We stepped it up (against
BYU). Our defense played, at
times, as well as they've played
all year long. As long as we continue to make progress I think it's
just a matter of time," Dennehy

.,

said.
Perhaps the Aggies best area
is special teams, where they're
among the nation's best. Punter
Steve Mullins is third in the country with a 47.1-yard average and
the Aggies are eighth in punt
returns at 14.9. Seni9f Emmit
White has been the chief return
man, although freshman Roger
Fernandez returned one for a
touchdown.
Junior Dane Kidman handles
placekicking and has connected
on 3-of-4 field goals, his lone miss
from beyond 40 yards. As a team,
they've returned kicks for an average 21.3 yards. Fernandez and
White had handled must of the
duties there too, with Fernandez
averaging over 25 yards.
Opponents are averaging slightly
higher, returning for 22.9 yards.
Based on record alone, Utah
State would look like an easy win
for UCF. But they represent a dangerous team. Like UCF, they've
completed the tougher part of
their schedule and are beginning
to round into form. They will
surely test the limits of the
Knights defense, where UCF has
a definite edge. If the Knights take
advantage of the Aggies' poor
defense, it will prove they are a
step ahead of their fellow independent.

r!lJIJ[][f[;Jj]
Fridav, October 26th, 1:00 pm
vs. GEORGIA-STATE
Saturdav, October 21th, 1:00 pm
vs. Campbell
~~~(fJ]WJif]g

Fridav, November 2nd, 1:30 pm
vs. BIRMINGHAM BANDITS lexhibilionJ
[!l[jJJj][1Jfil ~ ff[iJffJJ] (fJ]WJif]g
Saturdav, November 3rd, 2:00 pm
vs. HOUSTON JAGUARS lexhibitionJ
'.

For tickets and
information, call

401-UCF-GOLD -

www.uctathletics.com

Free admission tor
all UCF students
with valid l.D.
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Men's
TOM ALEXANDER
STAFF WRITER

Knights Blank Bruins

,)

•. )

The UCF men's soccer team
defeated the Belmont University
Bruins 2-0 Saturday in Atlantic
Sun Conference action, virtually
assuring themselves a place in
the
A-Sun
Conference
Tournament. Veteran UCF forward Remi Hariz and rising star
Daniel Berhane each scored for
the Knights in a span of 3:40 in
the first half. Berhane also
recorded an assist, leaving him
with a team-leading 23 points on
the season.
The Knights slowed the
match down in the second half,
attempting to maintain control of
the ball. UCF generated a few
scoring opportunities but they
were denied by excellent saves
by Belmont's freshman goalkeeper Matt Renfrow. The
Golden Knights' defense was
able to quell a late surge by
Belmont's offense to preserve
goalkeeper Juuso Heikurainen's
fifth shutout of the season. He is
now tied for sixth on the all-time
list for most shutouts in a season
by a UCF goalkeeper.
The
Golden
Knights
improved to 9-5 on the season
and 4-3
in the A-Sun
Conference.

Chasing history

Soccer
·
M

UCF senior forward Remi Hariz continues to chase records
and leave his mark on I
UCF men's soccer
history, scoring a goal
·
in Saturday's game
against
Belmont.
Hariz, with two goals
----·-···and two assists on the
year, has now surpassed u ·c F
assistant coach Rami Vehmas on
the all-time points list and has
now passed former UCF player
HEATHER PAGLIARA
Scott Day to move into seventh
STAFF WRITER
on the career assists list.
Freshman goalkeeper Juuso
Golden Knights_ have
Heikurainen is making some history of his own as well. UCF's 2- winning ways in overtimes
In an Atlantic Sun.Conference
0 win over Belmont gave
Heikurainen his fifth shutout of · battle, the women's soccer team
the season, tying him with Antti beat Troy State University, 4-3 in
Laitinen and Didier Menard for overtime. Last year, UCF beat the
sixth on th~ UCF's season Trojans 3-0.
UCF scored first when Sara
shutout list, with 5 games to go
McDonald
scored past Troy State
in the regular season.
goalkeeper Jessica Murphy at the
1O minute mark. McDon~d went
Charleston Southern and from
her back position on a comer
South Florida up next
kick from Courtney Haarhues, then
UCF returns from its road a pass from Brooke Asby. Nicole
trip to play the Buccaneers of Cieslak was the other scorer in the
Charleston Southern at home on first half. She was assisted by freshOctober 29 at 3 p.m., then heads man Allison Blagriff. Troy State
to Tampa to play the University answered back when UCF lost the
of South Florida Bulls. The ball, and Sarah McDougal of TSU
Golden Knights will then play scored at the 22 minutemark.
their last home game of the seaIn the second half, play
son against Gardner-Webb on resumed with TSU scoring to make
Nov.4.
it 3-2, Uris time, it was UCF who
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1 answered back with an
f outstanding pass from
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three, the game went
into overtime., where
Lindsay Maier kicked
the ball into the lower

-- ___:C:::_"'_ \ :~ ~~'::~teth~=~:

Women's

win the game. Asby

received her second assist of the
game with this play.
UCF outshot the Trojans 2412. Goalkeeper Jessica Kuhlman
had four saves for the Golden
Knights. The team is now 8-5 overall, and 6-1 in the conference.
The team then defeated Mercer
3-2 on Saturday, in its second overtime win of the week. The Golden
Knights started out the game looking impressive, with many chances
to score. In only the fourth :nP-nute
of the game, Brook Asby was wide
open in the penalty box, but headed
Sara McDonald's eornerkick over
the crossbar. Shortly afterwards,
Amanda King had a good chance to
score, but her shot was saved by
MU defender, Rachel Hamarrnan.
Jackie Kutudis 's header off a cornerkick hit the crossbar also.
Three minutes later though,
Kutudis did score, and was assisted
by King. In the second half however the Bears started out strong with
t;o unanswered goals. UCF's
Michelle Anderson answered back
however, with a penalty kick at the
84 minute mark to send the game

into overtime.
Allison Blagriff made several
attempts in overtime, and finally
dished out an assist to Nicole
Cieslak to give UCF its second ASun win this week.
The team outshot the Bears
with an impressive 40-4. UCF is
now 9-5 overall, and 7-1 in the conference.

Kuhlman voted A-Sun
defensive player of
the week
Junior goalkeeper Jessica
Kuhlman was voted the Atlantic
Sun Defensive Player-of-the~ Week
for the week of Oct. 15. She had
two shutouts back-to-back against
conference rivals Jacksonville State
and Samford on Oct. 11 and 13. She
stopped seven shots, had her third
and fourth shutout of the season
and improved her goals against
average to 1.56. It was the second
time Kuhlman has received this
honor.

Games this week
One of the biggest in-state
rivalries will be played today at
UCF's soccer field. The Lady
Knights take on the South Florida
Bulls at 7:30. The last time UCF
played USF was in 1998, when
they were defeated 4-0. This night
will be especially exceptional
because it will be senior night. The
team then goes away to play
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Snow a possibility for
Saturday's game at Utah State
FROM PAGE
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Utah State is also a team in a
similar mode as UCF - a spread
offense that gives the big boys
fits. Aggie wide receiver Kevin
Curtis leads the nation in receptions per game and receiving
yards, and running back Emmett
White is among the nation's leaders in all-purpose yards. Utah
State has averaged over 30 points
in its past four games, and is
ranked 25th in the nation in total
offense. Of the teams UCF has
played so far, the Aggies are most
comparable to Tulane, bringing a
potent offense and a weak
defense. And of UCF's opponents, it was Tulane that had the
most success against the Golden
Knight defense.
In addition to the fact that
Utah State can score points
against pretty much anyone, the
situation surrounding the game
makes it even tougher. UCF will
be making a transcontinental
flight on Friday, a very tiring
experience. There is also the
potential for jet lag, as Utah is
two hours behind Florida time.
And the Golden Knights will
have to play at a very high level,
quite literally. This game will be
played in the mountains, where
the air is thinner and players get
winded much easier than at sea
level in the Citrus Bowl. Utah
State's players are used to this,
while the Golden Knight players
are not. This type of situation has
already hurt UCF in one game
this season, as the team had serious cramping problems in the
non-air-conditioned
Carrier
Dome at Syracuse. After leading
10-7 at halftime, the Golden
Knights withered in the heat during the second half, while the
atmosphere didn't seem to affect
the Orangemen.
And it will be cold, possibly
very cold.
Most of UCF's players are
born-and-bred Florida boys who
think that anything below 78
degrees constitutes the need to
break. open a package of long
underwear. That won't bode well
in the mountain ranges of Utah
near the beginning of the winter
season. Early weather reports put
Saturday's high temperature in
Logan at 62 degrees - with a possible low of 26.
ThaC-s right, 26 degrees.
Bmrmrr. Twenty-six degrees is
bone-chilling, teeth-chattering
cold, something that UCF has not
played very well in. Last year,
UCF fumbled six times in a 4121 loss to Northern Illinois,
unable to hold onto the ball in 41degree weather. And in a cold and
rainy game at Akron, the Golden
Knights had similar problems,
losing 35-24 to a team they
should have beaten. There is a
possibility that it could even
snow on Saturday, and I'd be
willing to bet there are plenty of
UCF players who haven't ever
even seen snow.
Should UCF beat Utah
State? Yes. But not 63-0 or 38-6.

If the Golden Knights get bigheaded after back-to-back
blowouts of weak teams, they
could be in for a big surprise
against the Aggies. UCF players
had better be prepared for a
tough opponent and difficult
playing conditions. This week,
the UCF coaches will likely
downplay the potential influence
of the altitude and the temperature on Saturday's game. But
make no mistake, these factors
will make a difference.
In the midst of a three-game
winning streak, the UCF football
team is hot. Come Saturday,
they'll need that heat. Logan,
Utah is a perfect place to get
cooled off.

After missing
· two kicks
against
Clemson,
senior kicker
Javier
Beorlegui has .,.... .~"'I.Ill
made
everything
he's
attempted in
the last six
games.

JOE KALEITA
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touchdowns,)' Kruczek said.
"You hold them to field
goals, you'll have a great
chance of winning."
Following a turnoverfree game against Liberty,
UCF made two turnovers
this week. Schneider threw
an interception and Gabriel
fumbled after a 40-yard kick
return, but the Indians were
unable to convert the fumble
into points. UCF scored 14
points on Louisiana-Monroe
turnovers.
Following Schneider's
interception, Kruczek kept
things simple to get the
offense back in a rhythm.
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Mission Statement
We, the University of Central Florida Student Government Association
are the leaders of University of Central Florida's Student Body. Our mission is to make our organization the best in the state of Florida by
increasing services to.students in the area or campus life, by becoming
the representative yoice of our Student Body, and by creating an intellec
tual environment conducive to learning, mutual respect, individual ar7d
collective achievement,
acceptance and understanding.

ltCf traditions:

Student Government
Agencies
.

rall at/IN our UCF reflation pond.
y
. cd bv
ff h wtheir UCF pnde on rn ays '
Black and Gold fr\days -UCF. s~~den~. facul~n~:~ ~~ h:n: out spirit citati~ns. which are a
sporting black and gold. \he "SpiritJc~hl~~:~!:;dise, for anyone who is representmg the wrong
20% discount at the bookstore on
c • •t Splash -Annual Homecommg pep
,,pm
-

"
u won't graduate! This tradition was .imp\e"O
't
st
p
on
the
Pegasus.
...
or
yo
i,""" th tradition abve
Pegasus eaI - on . e .
ttion/folk lore that will help ~11 e
mented in hopes that we.will establish su~e~~e Student Union (orne down.
when the ropes surroundmg our Pegasus m
.
rin an essay contest in the amount of $1.000
Essay Contest~ Student Government is s~nso g encouraged to submit an e:say (no mored·with two runners-up. e~~ rec:~~{t~;o~~~~s ~:~;~~udents should be proud of it and what tra i
than three pages) explam1~~tions are important at UCF.
.
tions we have and why tra I
.
s for the first weeks
. tions host events on campu
Weeks of Welcome -Universi~ dubs/orgamzad welcoming everyone back from summ~:.. the fall, welcoming incornmg fre:nmen an . to Clemson ~18 students). SGA Bar- ue.
~[o~~~~h1°student Government even~~av~~~~~d:b~;~anizations set up information tents.
L t lake Claire and the Welcome po
uau a
. .de
·ttee established tor al\ students,
•
U. ersity w1 comnu
.de and Tradition Comm1~ee - n~v
ishin Pride and 1radit1on on ~mpus.
p\tyn and staff who would like to get mvol~edSwt ttdhene;~:em~ent for weekly meeting times and
fa(U
" ·
or Heather m u ll
Contact Gert in Sports Mart\etmg
,
.

universities.

s

activities.

Student ActivitiesOSA provides programming, community service opportunities, l_ad
ership development an
organizational as~is
tance that enhance t
dent life. OSA is 0 hom
base" for over 200
student organizc;itions
at UCF. OSA is lotated in·the Student
Union, room 208

. .
ming Concert.
. I\ ng/Gueen Carnival, Skit Krnght. Homroi
Homecoming Week -Ho~ec~:~~in~ Parade, Knightmare
·
. .
S irit S lash, Haunted Arboretum. o
P.P
• Kni ht (alumni)- The mostenthus1astK ~nd
U\timate fan (student) I N~tt·~st uc?spirit 1he Alumni Association selects_thetr fa
fanatical UCf Knight. These two people illtuamlsomagt~es through a selroion process for the Ultimate n
.
dStudent Govemmen
Nuttiest Knight an. . rded a $1000 S(holarship.
"t The winner is awa
•
/J
comµet1 ion,
.
. b er black and gold, wi1\ wave in f~me vd
U(f Alma Mater -All hail to Alma Mater :~~~ie~~;h\~ within our hea~ un~te and \~ght ~~ne
lendor as the passing years ~nfold. ~ay l~a~honor and affroion our friendship will renew. we g
sp
·de us ever upward in our ft1ght tt
star to gu1
of thee our Alma Mater ever true.

Campus Actlvitjes
· Board- CAB is a student-run organiza~
tion thqt provides
the ma11y programs
anoevents at UCF
tha,t help students
ge~ the rnost frcm
· their coll~e experj
e.oce. Their program ming effo · s
include
·
Homecoming
events, concerts,
movies~ video productions, speakers, and speciat
events. CAB ~~,
located in OSA,
Student Union,
room 208

Recreational
Services- The
Recreational
Services offe~s
such things as:
Intramural
Sports, Fre~
Agent Sign-up
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Se forces four UL-Monroe turnovers in victory
decided to stay in
.receivers, two backs
·ck everything up and
n -'a handful of plays
ust have (Schneider)
out, which he did on
irs~ two drives for
owns," Kruczek. "We
ery simplistic in what
re aoing, but we could
everything that they
oing defensively that
Shorter
and
e Poe sat out
ay's game to give
. "' .
.
JUnes more time to
Kruczek said Shorter
ave played and Poe is .
ANDRE BAEUCAGE
ere from 90 to 100 Junior linebacker Chris Pilinko hurdles a Louisiana-Monroe player on the way to returning an
t ready.
interception 29 yards for a touchdown.

I CFF

Senior right tackle Steve
Edwards suffered a stinger
in the game and Kruczek
said· he could not raise his
shoulder
at
halftime.
Edwards did not play in the
second half and Kruczek is
_afraid he may be out for the
season.
"We're critically low at
the offensive line already,"
Kruczek said. "I don't know
what's going on there."
Pilinko,
who
was
switched to outside linebacker to replace Shorter,
was also injured in the game.
Pilinko joins the list of
injured linebackers that
includes Shorter, Poe and
Gerren Bray.

· Next week UCF heads
to Utah State and possibly
the worst weather it will see
all year.
"We've got a tough
team coming up this week,"
Kruczek said. "Not only the
team, but the elements, and
I'm not talking about altitude. I don't think the altitude is going to have anything to do with this football
team. But, you can't tell
what kind of wind, and what
kind of snow and what kind
of cold you're going to have
out there. It's something we
can't control. We've just got
to prepare properly this ·
week for a tough football
game and get after them."

Stude'1ts \Norking for students
The University of Central Florida's Student Government

www.sga.ucf.edu
'.

'

lists, Aerobics and Fitness, and Open Recreation. The new Rec Center is
set to open Jan 4th, inside is such things as a climbing tower, indqor
track, hockey rink, Planet Smoothie, basketball courts, aerobics classes,
and plenty of equipment to meet all your fitness needs.
Student Legal Services- Provides currently enrolled students the advise
of an attorney when they anticipate or encounter legal difficulties. Legal
representation up to and including all stages of trial, in certain cases, free
of charge. Notary service is provided free of charg~.

Student Government Services

,

~ Kiosk- Visit the Student Governrhent KIOSK, whkh is adjacent to Millican
Hall, to get directions around the UCF campus, information, or the Lost and
Found. This facility is borne to many evening and weekend services on cam~s such as SEPS (Student Escort Patrol Service) which will take you around
campus safely after hours. 407-8.2:3-2424
Student Government Computer L::.ab~ Student Union, 2nd floor, 407-823~
2831. Student Government provides 1llustrator, a computer lab offering 40
~orking stations, Pegasus E-maiJ, Mkrosoft Office, (Word, Powerpoint,
Excel) PageMaker,.Photoshop1 Copy Services, Internet, Color scanning a!Jd
printing, Typewriting, Laser printing, Clip Art collecti-0n, and helpful assis~
~~rnce.
,
Tetephones- Student Government provides free telephones for stude'1,t$
use on campus. These phones can be used by first dialing "7'' for off campus
calls and by dialing "3" before an on--campus,extension.
Ticket Center~ Student Union, 1st floor, 407-823-2060. Here you <an purchase discounted attraction and movle tickets, as well as a,ny Ticket-Mast~r
tickets.
Creative School- The Creative School for Children (Educational Center for
Child Development) provides an education program,including kindergartenfirst grade, for c,hildren tyvo through seven.
Student Govemmerit Scholarship~- Who's Who, Pegasus Seal and the
\jltimate fan s(holarships. Qeadlin~
for .all scholarship$ is f)ecember
-............. ............
..,. 1st, 2001...
'

c. •• ,

/

-

· Executive Branch Projects
Who's Who at UCF- A publication featuring the top 100 st~dents a'l;
UCF ln the' following areas: _academics, athletics, community service and
leadership. The magazine will be distributed to fortune 500 companies,
state and national le9islqtors, and area businesses. AppJkations are avail,,.
able online@ www.sga.ucf.edu.
S<;A Day- A Day to come out and meet your Student Government offi. cers, find out more about SGA ask questions and learn how to get
'.~volved
MidKnjght Breakfast- During tjie week of finals, Breakfast is served to
all tho~e students studyi g into the late hours of
the night.

Solutions

Legislative BreakfastA chance for students to
i1'1teract with State leaders including the House
of Representatives and
~nate. Opportunity for
Student Government to
lobby for the needs of
students.

puzzle on A-16
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6ame notes

Injuries

--------

UCF vs UL-Monroe
FROM PAGE

After returning an interception 29
yards for a touchdown
in the first quarter,
junior
linebacker
Chris Pilinko had to
leave the game with a
left ankle sprain. He is
listed as questionable
for this week's game.
Senior offensive
tackle Steve Edwards
suffered a left shoulder burner and was
unable to lift his left arm above his head,
according to Kruczek. He is being reevaluated this week. Wide receiver
Jimmy Johnson suffered a Grade II concussion after being hit hard trying to
catch a pass across the middle of the field.
Rashad Jeanty suffered a right hip pointer, an injury that has kept running back
Alex Haynes out for two weeks. Haynes,
however, should be ready to play against
Utah State. Special teams player Marcus

B-2

down was on a 25-yard crossing pattern,
and the second came on a play that saw
him out jump the Louisiana-Monroe cornerback in the end zone for the ball. In
all, Gabriel caught seven passes for 142
yards and two touchdowns. He now has
20 receptions on the season for 591 yards
and seven touchdowns.
"He's a big-play guy," Kruczek said.
"The first two or three catches we had
were touchdowns. We all know he can
take it the distance. We are lucky to have
him."
Gabriel also returned kickoffs in the
gal!le, averaging 32 yards per return. He
did fumble on one of those retl:lfns, however.

Glover suffered a right shoulder contusion, and cornerback
Asante Samuel suffered a right hamstring strain.

News & Notes
UCF went 9-for-13 on third down, a
week after going 10-for-13 on third down

..

against Liberty. The Golden Knights'
held Louisiana-Monroe to 4-for-13 on
third down ... UCF had three scoring drives of over five minutes, after scoring on
a number of short drives against
Liberty... Senior wide receiver Tavirus
Davis caught a touchdown pass for the
second consecutive game, the first time
in his career he has accomplished such
a feat...Senior tailback Terrance
Williams made his second consecutive
start because of a hip injury to starter
Alex Haynes. Williams was more of
a factor in the passing game, catching six balls for 58 yards. He
gained only 19 yards on the ground ... UCF
had two sacks, one by free safety Ricot
Joseph and one by freshman defensive
end Rashad Jeanty .. .Joseph led the team
in tackles, and freshman defensive tackle
Mike Lynche finished ·second with
five ... Six different players had pass
deflections for the Golden Knights ... UCF
is now 15- 7 all-time in Homecoming
games and has won its last seven.

•

•

Locked on
Sophomore quarterback Ryan Schneider (left)
surveys the field to find an open receiver
against Louisiana-Monroe. He found plenty
during the game, completing 28 of 39 passes
for 335 yards and three touchdowns. It was the
fourth-highest single-game yardage total of his
career and the sixth time he has thrown for
over 300 yards.

JOE KALEITA I
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Flag Football Games of the Week
JULIE REEVES
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Game 1- Niceville vs. Hollywood
Niceville and Hollywood were both undefeated
going into Monday afternoon's game, but
Hollywood dominated the second half and remained
undefeated with an 18 - 6 victory. Niceville's first
possession of the ball took them down to the goal
line, but Hollywood intercepted a pass which would
have put them in an early hole. Hollywood's Josh
Algaze put the first six points on the scoreboard, but

they did not get the extra point. With nine seconds
left in the first half, Niceville's Curtis Mracek took
it to the house to tie the game at 6-6. That was
Niceville's only chance to score in this game. Alex
Paradiz's touchdown gave Hollywood a 12-6 lead to
start the second half. With four minutes left in the
game Paradiz secured the 18-6 win for Hollrwood
with a scamper into the end zone. Following the
game Matt Weiner said they got their win because,
''We played a great second half."
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Across from UCF - Open 11 am-4am
(11am-2am Sun-Wed) FREE DELIVERY!

Game 2 - Pike vs. Pi Kappa Phi

ISPOBTS
To get involved in Intramural

Sports, visit imsports.ucf.edu!

Both team's intensity levels were high coming
into this game because the winner of this game will
move up to the Fraternity Gold League next yea,r.
On the second play of the game, Pi Kappa Phi's
Matthew Iltis intercepted Pike's pass, and ran the
ball back 25 yards to the end zone making the score
6-0. Pike was about to score with eight minutes left
in the first half, but Pi Kappa Phi once again intercepted the pass. Pike's defense kept Pi Kappa Phi

from scoring on that possession, but with 38 seconds left in the half, Pi Kappa Phi's Douglas
Meeker scored, and Anthony Perkins scored the
extra point. The score going into the second half
was 13-0, and did not change the rest of the game.
Pike stopped Pi Kappa Phi from scoring in the
opening minutes of the second half. Pike had possession of the ball most of the second half, but
never crossed the goal line. Pi Kappa Phi will move
to the Gold League pext year with their 13-0 victory.
r
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Waterford Lakes
"A Full Service Florisr'
14 YEARS SERVICING THE COMMUNITY

1345 Howell Branch Road
Winter Park, FL 32789
Phone 407-629-0050
Fax 407-629-0877
1-800-393-0051

10069 University Blvd.
Orlando, FL 32817
Phone 407-679-5144
Fax 407-679-6787
1-800-827-1097

Freshman linebackers have
made big contributions
15% Discount with UCF
Student or Faculty ID!

711 N. Alafaya Trail
Orlando, FL 32828
Phone 407-281-7666
Fax 407-281-8005
1-866-415-9554

Stop by, call, or visit us onlinel www.allinbloom.com

We service to ALL parts of the
country! "Same Day Delivery"
Wire service or Delivery available
over phone with major Credit Card
(wire and delivery service excludes discount)

Shorter

The UCF Football Staff would like to thank the following
businesses for their support and contribution!

60KN/6HTS!
All American Hot Dogs - Waterford Lakes
Bubhalou's Bodacious Bar-B.Que-Alafaya Tr.
Conway's Barbeque - University Blvd.
DominoJs,- UC7 Plaza
Hops - University Blvd.
McDonald's - UC7 Plaza

Popa John's Pizza - East Colonial Dr.
Popeye's Chicken - Oviedo
Quizno's Subs - University Blvd.
Subway- UCF Student Union
Wackadoo's - UCF Student Union
Wing Shack - University Blvd.
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Bray

Poe

would be sticking fullback
Sean Gaudion back at linebacker. The junior saw some
action there last se.ason, but has
been used exclusively on
offense this year. Now that he's
UCF's primary fullback and a
special
teams
regular,
D'Ottavio painted this a very
unlikely scenario.
While coaches and· players
continue to spew the party line
that no matter what, the linebacker corps will be ready,
these health concerns leave a
huge question mark at a vital
position in a pivotal game.
Utah State will assuredly attack
whoever plays on that side this

Antoine Poe suffered a hamstring injury against Syracuse
and hasn't been back on the
field since. Even middle linebacker Tito Rodriguez was
benched to begin the Tulane
game while serving a suspension. Senior Willie Davis is the
only original starter to actually
have started in every game.
Despite playing nearly the
whole season with the lineup in
constant flux, Rodriguez doesn't feel it has affected the
group's overall play.
"We just see it as another
guy stepping up and it's his
jol;>," Rodriguez said. "Right
. now he has to step up when
he's out there."
While the injury problems
have not had a large effect
against the likes of Liberty and
UL-Monroe, the Knights' depth
and health will be severely tested when they head up to Utah
State this weekend. The Aggies
bring one of the top ranked
passing offenses in the country
to this game, and a halfback in
Emmett White who's their second leading receiver. It's typically the job of the linebackers
to take a running back in coverage.
Linebackers coach Bill
rea~.
D'Ottavio hopes that Shorter,
Bray, and Pilinko will all be
-CHRIS PILINKI
able to return this weekend. In
the meantime, the Knights are
left with a depth chart that's up Saturday, and how that player
in the air. With one starter and responds may make or break
three backups questionable, not only the game but also the
some young unknowns like season.
Stanford Rhule may be called
"We play the pass very
into action. The freshman, with well," Pilinko said, "We'll defincreased playing time because initely be up for it, we just have
of injuries, has 17 tackles and to prepare hard this week and
two fumble recoveries on the we'll be ready."
season. It was he who took over
In the meantime, the
for Pilinko Saturday and would Knights will have to hope
be the likely starter if none of . Shorter, Bray, Pilinko, and Poe
the other three can go. Savarris can get them.selves back to 100
Brown, a redshirt freshman, percent and continue to get the
would also likely see some max out of Rodriguez and
action. Past that is anybody's Davis. It will also be a big
guess, but the coaches have week for Rhule, as he prepares
done a good job working some for what could be the first start
their younger players into of his college career. But he
games and have confidence must beware, as the curse may
that they'll be ready to go if look to strike for yet a fourth
need be.
consecutive week.
''The backup guys prepare
"That's a part of fo~tball.
like the starters," D'Ottavio You're not going to go through
said. "We put all our defense in the season with the same 11
and ready to go and we don't starters," D'Ottavio said.
adjust it. We make them learn "(UCF's) backup guys, we realit," he added.
ly don't consider them backOne intriguing possibility ups. We prepare them all to be
should anymore injuries hit ready to play."

We'll

definitely·
be up for [this
week's game],
we just have
to prepare
hard this
week and
we'll be
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Cross country teams to run in
A-Sun Championships this weekend
KRISTY SHONKA
STAFF WRITER

Senior Sonja Shedden will
look for a three-peat Saturday
when the UCF men's and
women's cross-country teams
head to Georgia State for the
Atlantic Sun Championships.
With a top-10 finish,
Shedden would become only
the sixth A-Sun runner to be
named to the All-Conference
team all four years. She finished fourth her freshman year
and won her sophomore and
junior years.
The addition of Belmont
to the A-Sun means stiffer
competition lies ahead for
Shedden and the rest of the
women's team. UCF Coach
Marcia
Mansur-Wentworth
said Belmont will be the team
to beat in just its first year in
the conference.
"It's going to be very
tough to beat Belmont because
they are so deep and they have
a front runner," she said. "Most
teams are either deep or have a
front runner and Belmont has
both of those."
That front-runner for
Belmont is Keely Weaver. She
is one of four women who
Mansur-Wentworth said could
win the Championship. The
other three are Shedden, Jenn
Feenstra of Georgia State and
Heather Lee of Campbell.
"All four of those women

JOE MANZO
STAFF WRITER

Win streak
snapped iii Miami

could also reach the NCAA
final in the cross country
championships,"
MansurWentworth said. "I think that
says a lot for how competitive
our conference has gotten,
because I don't think any other
conference will have four individuals make it out."
Shedden, Feenstra and Lee
have each been named A-Sun
Runner-of-the-Week twice.
Weaver has not been a Runnerof-the-Week, but holds the
conference's second-fastest
time for the SK this season.
She also finished 50th at the
Country
NCAA . Cross
Championship last year.
Feenstra, only a sophomore, holds the conference's
fastest time this year.
Mansur-Wentworth is cautiously optimistic about her
team's chances.
"I think we can win, but
we' re going to need a break
and we're going to really need
some people to step up," she
said. "We can do it. It's going
to take a heck of a race for us.
It's going to take some of our
people who haven't run up to
their potential quite yet to really step up and run well."
Seniors Shedden, Shar
Lammers and GeAna Rivera,
sophomores Sara Dillman and
Michelle Daniels, and freshmen Amy Giles, Valery
Martinez and Jaclyn Barron
will represent the women's
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team. Sophomore Ashley
Overby will travel as the alternate.
The men's team will consist of one junior, one sophomore and five freshmen.
Danny Cook is the lone sophomore and has been the top finisher for the men's team at
every race this season. The
senior member of the team is
John Gardner and the freshmen
are Ben Mena, Kiley Blake,
Robert
Huggins,
Brian
Sharbono
and
Sandy
Shenkman.
The men's season has been
a time of rebuilding for the
young team. Sean McCabe,
one of the best men's runners
in UCF history, was redshirted
this season in order to make
the team even more competitive next year.
Mansur-Wentworth
is
familiar with the course at
Georgia State because the conference championship was
there three years ago and she
has also run the course.
"It's a challenging course,
but the footing is excellent,"
she said. "There's great competition. A lot of people have
run very fast there. You have to
be aggressive because there's a
hill right before 1,000-meters
left in the race that can take the
kick out of a lot- of people. You
have to be able to finish strong.
I think it favors a strong runner
with good leg speed."
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be a very exc1tmg

Alalava Chiropractic Center
• Auto & Sports Injuries
•Effective & Gentle Chiropractic Manipulation
•Massage Therapy Available (MM6063)

David Inderwiesen, D.C.
Graduate of UCF and
Cleveland Chiropractic College
Located in Alafaya Commons Center,
Alafaya Trail and East Colonial Dr.

281-0900
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I Meatball Sub
I
American Coldcuts
I 8.L.T.
Egg Salad

Orlando, Fl 32817
Tel: 407-679-2448
(1 mile west of UCF)
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The UCF volleyball
team's win streak ended
at 11 Saturday, as the
Golden Knights lost 3-0
(30-18, 30-21, 30-24) to
the University of Miami down in Coral Gables.
UCF had a hitting percentage of -.018, recording 29 attack errors with just 27 kills. Leyre
Santaella Sante led the team with eight kills to go
along with ten digs. Piper Morgan added seven kills
and Jenny Frank had a team leading 22 assists.
The loss was the first for UCF since September
21, and it dropped the Golden Knights' record to
15-3.
A day earlier UCF improved its conference
record to a perfect 6-0 with a 3-0 win over Florida
Atlantic. It was their second win over FAU this
year, but the first to count as a conference win.
Sante led the team with 14 kills. Shelly
Driggers was next with nine. Frank again led the
team in assists with 37. Sophomore Lindsey
Whalen had nine digs, and made a number of excellent passes throughout the match.

Most important match
of the year this Friday
UCF hosts Georgia State, last year's conference champion, on Friday at 7 p.m. in the UCF
Arena.
"We'll be fighting for the first seed in the ASun Tournament," said Colado. ''Provided that neither one of us loses after that weekend. It's going to
be an absolute battle. It's a great match up. It should

s

Saturday at 7 p.m.,
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UCF
will
host
Campbell.
The
Fighting Camels are
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·Flexibility
Enroll today. Work at your own pace.

Sante honored for second straight week
Sante was named the Atlantic Sun Player-ofthe-Week for the second consecutive week.
"I think right now [Sante] is [the most dominant player in the A-Sun]," said UCF Coach Meg
Colado, who noted that Sante can get even better.
"She can raise her defensive level to match her
offensive game, and she's going to be a pretty outstanding player when she does that."
With the award, Sante became the first Golden
Knight to win back-to-back conference Player- ofthe-Week awards since Renata Menchikova did it in
1997.
Dating back to last season, Sante has won the
award three times in the last ten weeks of conference play. Her three Player-of-the-Week awards are
tied with Tyra Harper for the second most in school
history. Menchikova won it eight times.

Morgan gets her 1,000th kill
Morgan recorded her l,OOOth career kill
against UM on Saturday. She is only the forth player in school history to reach that milestone. The
senior middle blocker entered the year sixth on the
all-time lis~ with 814.
Morgan will likely end her career in fourth
place. She is 809 kills behind Miriam Metzcus, who
had 1,811 kills between 1991 and '94.

ENC 1102

Writing About Literature

CRW 1101

Beginning Fiction Writing

EDF 3604

Social Foundations of Education

PUR 3000

Intro. to Public Relations

LAi 1120

Intro. to latin I

ECO 2023

Principles of Microeconomics

MAC 1105

Basic College Algebra

SYG 2000

Principles of Sociology

c -

All college credit courses are accepted by all state universities in Florida.
Students registered in a state university in Florida must have an advisor's
approval to register. See our website for specific details.
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